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FOREWORD

Over the last two decades a great number of students have come to
campuses without adequate preparation in the basic subject areas
communications, mathematics, and science. In an effort to enhance these
students' potential for success in higher education, many colleges and
universities, ranging from the small and little known to the large and
prestigious, have implemented, in some form, developmental education
programs.

Many of today's students are not the typical 18- to 24-year-old college
students of the past; they include increased minority, part-time and older
students. They bring with them a great diversity of learning readiness,
motivation and expectations, as well as preparation for the pursuit of
college work. To accommodate this diversity, varying instructional
methods are required.

As more students lacking in competence in the basic subject areas are
admitted to college, interest in developmental education programs is likely
to continue. At the same time, administrators and academicians will
want to be assured that the results of these programs justify the support
they require. Therefore, it can be expected that many institutions will
wish to measure the quality and effectiveness of their developmental
education programs. It is hoped that this publication will be helpful to
those individuals and institutions.
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PREFACE

Developmental education is now commonplace in American higher
education as colleges and universities busily build programs to
accommodate not only the "new" students in higher education, but also
to remedy the verbal and quantitative deficiencies so often found today
among the "best" students graduating from high school.

More and more students are entering college without reading, writing,
and math skills needed to enroll, let alone succeed, at the college level.
Without developmental courses, these students will either fail or drop
out of college. With well-conceptualized programs, many of these
same students will not only stay in school, but also will achieve at high
levels.

This publication is not intended to be a philosophical approach to the
needs of the students with N, erbal and quantitative skills deficiencies
entering college Rather, it is a "how-to-do-it" document for colleges and
universities wishing to implement a successful developmental education
program.

The recommendations come not only from recent research and
development efforts, but from our combined practical experiences as
well My own involvement with developmental education spans the past
decade and includes several national studies on the subject. I have also
conducted several research studies on developmental students for the
United States Office of Education and the National Institute for Mental
Health Additionally, I have assisted two hundred colleges with the
design, implementation, and eN, aluation of developmental programs. My
wife, Suanne, was a founding member of the Developmental Studies
faculty at El Centro College (Dallas, Texas) and for a decade directed the
Writing Laboratory at El Centro. She has written a book (Awareness,
John Wiley Publishers) for teaching writing skills to developmental
students and has worked with scores of college faculties on the design
of effective communications programs.

I would like to acknowledge the contributions of thP Southern Regional
Education Board Advisory Committee on Developmental Education,
who assisted the authors with the design and conceptualization of the
present volume Special thanks to Dr. Charles Nash, Director of Special
Studies, University System of Georgia, Dr. Jean Hiler, Chairman,
Division of Special Studie., Gainesville Junior College, Gainesville,
Georgia; and Dr. W. C. Brown, Director of the Institute for Higher
Educational Opportunity for the Southern Regional Education Board,
who served on the Advisory Committee and whose solid inputs
contributed significantly to this document.
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I also want to acknowledge the contribution ofJerry J. Snow, Research
Associate, The University of Texas at Austin, for his assistance with the
e-, aluatiun procedure del, eloped in Part II. Special thanks also to the
following indi 'duals who contributed ideas and materials incorporated
into this work. Dr. Ruby Herd, President, El Centro College, Dallas,
Texas, Dr. William Moore, Jr., Professor of Educational Administration,
The Ohiu State Unn.ersity, Dr. Johnnie Ruth Clarke, Associate Dean for
Academic Affairs, St. Petersburg Junior College, Florida, Dr. Stanton
Calvert, Director of Community College Programs for the Texas
Coordinating Board for Colleges and Universities, Dr. Oscar G. Mink,
Dr. Donald T. Rippey, and Dr. L. D. Haskew, all faculty colleagues at the
University of Texas.

I also extend special appreciation to Libby Lord who assisted with
manuscript preparation. Without the contributions of these friends, this
publication would not have been possible.
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CHAPTER I

DEVELOPMENTAL STUDIES
PROGRAMS: AN OVERVIEW

Developmental cannot be characterized by a limited
definition of verbal and quantitative skill remediation for the
lowachiever. It spans a wider base. It signifies (1) efforts to
take a student from where he is to where he wants (needs) to go,
and (2) efforts to provide both the academic and the human
skills to make that movement.

Traditionally, colleges and universities engaged in "selective service"
education education for those individuals who could meet specified
admission standards. The selective sorting process continued into course
work, became a "weeding out" process, and resulted in graduation for
50 percent of the original members of any freshman class. As community
colleges opened their doors, quite literally, with promises of educational
opportunity for all people, individuals representing great diversities in
skill areas began to enroll. For those individuals with the greatest
skill deficiencies /weaknesses, the open door concept proved to have no
basis in fact. The open door, frankly, was revolving; individuals with
hopes for a higher educational experience were confronted with tradi-
tional services, and ultimately, with poor performance or failure.

Although the proponents of the community colleges insisted that these
institutions were predominant forces in democratizing Amencan higher
education, critics charged that these colleges were deliberately capital-
izing upon the "democracy's college" concept and encouraging all
individuals to enter their doors with offers of opportunities oppor-
tunities for all for meaningful college experiences that they could not,
did not, deliver. Moreover, critics challenged the colleges to evaluate
their efforts, to "[match] . .. pretensions with performance." (Jennings,
1970, p 24) They urged the community colleges to support the contention
that they were meeting the instructional needs of all the people, that they
were offering help in successful ways to students who needed the
most help (Jennings, 1970).

Many colleges took up the challenge to provide a meaningful education
for all people The Sixties, in these colleges, were characterized by the
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institution of programs aimed at "remediating" or "developing" skill
deficiencies or weaknesses in entering students. Attempts at program
evaluation, however. were poor or, most often, nonexistent. Any evalua-
tion results usually offered discouraging, even dismal, statistics attesting
to the relative merits of remedial programs.

The Seventies have seen national studies instituted to observe, with
sound investigative techniques, the relative success of these program
efforts. The result of most recent observations is evidence that many
colleges have indeed undertaken thoughtful, serious implementation
of instructional programs designed to increase the success rate of those
students for whom success in college, heretofore, was not a realistic
expectation. In addition to these encouraging bservations is the
introduction of a particularly surprising phenomenon many selective
four-year colleges and universities are also beginning efforts to meet the
needs of h those students for whom the "selective service" admissions
requirements traditionally would have been a barrier, and 2) those
students for whom the traditional "weeding out" process would be fatal
without supplemental skill development,. Such efforts have been the
hallmark of historically black colleges and universities over the years

An overview of present instructional trends would indicate sweeping
reform in current educational practices. Efforts are appearing in various
forms and under various titles to tackle diverse skill needs. The name
almost generic in nature and most often given to these efforts is
developmental education. If indeed developmental education is becoming
a major component of the larger educational process, the implication is
that educators will be called upon to assess the concepts, the design, the
implementation, and the evaluation of the programs emerging from these
reform efforts. It is, then, that an assessment of developmental education

i.e., programs of developmental studies is of the first order.

Definition

What is presently termed "developmental" education was initially
referred to, most commonly, as "remedial" education. These two terms
were, historically, used interchangeably, however, according to some
writers, a subtle difference existed. The term remedial was used to imply
that the student would undergo remediation of his skill deficiencies in
order that he might enter a program for which he was previously
ineligible. The term developmental was used to suggest that a develop-
ment of skills and attitudes would occur and that this development was
not necessarily undertaken to increase a student's eligibility for another
program (Roueche, 1968).

However, by the late 1960's and early 1970's, the term remedial was
assigned questionable and negative connotations. These assignments



resulted from ineffective programs and stigmatizing labels, prejudiced
attitudes and absence of credit (Roueche and Snow, 1977). It was, then,
that the more popular term became developmental developmental
suggesting a strengthening and broadening of skills as opposed to a
remedying of narrow sets of skill deficiencies.

Cross (1976) contends that a more useful distinction between what is
remedial and what is developmental would be found in the purpose or
goal of the program. She suggests that:

If the purpose of the program is to overcome academic defi-
ciencies, I would term the program remedial, in the standard
dictionary sense in which remediation is concerned with cor-
recting weaknesses. If, however, the purpose of the program is
to develop the diverse talents of students, whether academic or
not, I would term the program developmental. Its mission is to
give attention to the fullest possible development of talent and
to develop strengths ao well as to correct weaknesses (Cross,
1976, p. 31).

Developmental cannot be characterized by a limited definition of
verbal and quantitative skill remediation for the low-achiever. It spans a
wider base It signifies (1) efforts to take a student from where he is to
where he wants (needs) to go, and (2) efforts to provide both the academic
and the human skills to make that movement. Its efforts seek to secure
and 'or to improve, for the student, the skill areas that make his goals
potentially successful. It strives to offer viable alternatives for both
immediate and long-range success plans. It offers a protected learning
environment one which controls (thus assures) success, encourages
self-reliance in the face of difficulty, and gradually introduces strong
transitional (coping) skills, But above all, and most importantly, develop-
mental education assumes ability and moves in all ways possible to
maximize it.

Need

An awareness of widespread efforts to define, design and implement
programs would presuppose rather serious needs for such efforts to be
made And, indeed, the needs are real. Indications are that a serious
problem exists in the educational process preceding the college expen-
ence: graduation from high school and good grades do not necessarily
indicate competency in even the most basic verbal and quantitative
skills Indications, too, are that important changes in the labor market.
are narrowing the jobs available to unskilled applicants old jobs are
being eliminated and new ones calling for more certification in perform-
ance of job skills are being created. The unskilled, the "new" students,
whose aspirations likely never included thoughts of a higher education
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expenence, are among the diverse population entering colleges and
universities. These students are receiving poor scores on college achieve-
ment tests which label them "under-achievers" or "high-risk" and place
them in remedial or developmental classes. It is the need to meet the skill
requirements of this population that underscores the preparation and
the improvement of developmental programs.

Skil', proficiencies requiring remediatiun ur development at the college
level reflect a pervasive problem in American education. A simple,
implicit definition or description of the problem may be impossible
However, the problem is this. in effect, more and more students are
graduating from high schools each year without the basic skills
necessary to survive. As a result of the rapid changes in our technological
society, they are simply eliminated from the competition in the job
market. These high school graduates not only lack job-related skills as a
result of public schooling, many of them are functional illiterates,
Functional illiteracy here is described as the inability to either read or
write ones own name, Thus, after twelve years of formal education, there
are students graduating from American high schools who fit the
description of a functional illiterate. Obviously, many of these indi-
viduals are from the lower quartile of their classes, however, it would not
be unusual to find that these illiterates are students who have proven
successful in their public school efforts in other words, they have
achieved good grades, and they haN e the commendation of their teachers
Is it any wonder then that today courts are filled with parents and tax-
payers bnnging suits against school districts for failing to teach their
children the skills necessary to make it in today's world (television
special, "American Schools Are Flunking the Test," American Broad.
casting Company, May 27, 1976).

The University of Texas recently conducted a study of adult functional
competency in the United States. Results of :hat study noted that 23
million Americans, or one-fifth of the adult population, had difficulty
with such everyday chores as shopping, getting a driver's license, or
reading an insurance policy. It was reported that another 39 million
Americans expressed their own concerns about role-related skills skills
as workers, consumers, citizens, and parents. A most startling observa
tior of the Texas study was that less than one-half of the adult popula-
tion, 4b percent is considered profit ient in dealing with the complexities
of modern living (Adult Functional (' ompetency, 1975).

These, then, are some results of the problem. As unbelievable as the
problem itself is, the circumstances leading to the problem are even more
unbelievable. Students spend more time and more effort in English courses
than they do in any other subject required in public education Our
teachers are actively teaching English for twelve years. Yet indications
are that verbal skills are detenurating at an alarming rate_ (Newsweek,
December 6,1975), And, no one doubts the necessity of good verbal skills
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in our culture The problem, however, is not limited to English and to the
development of good verbal skills. Deficiencies are also obvious in basic
quantitative and problem-solving skills (Adult Functional Competency,
1975) To add to the list of deficiencies, the shortcomings in study skills
patterns are also evident. Yet no one would doubt that public school
teachers are personally aware of the importance of such habits and
espouse to teach them to their students.

In addition to those high school graduates who have skills deficiencies
and shortcomings, there is another almost overlooked segment of our
society This segment is made up of millions of Americans who, for what-
ever reasons peculiar to each of them, decide to drop out of the public
school experience Nationwide data on public school attrition is non-
existent Statewide or regionwide data, when available, will vary
considerably Two important factors of attrition data are: (1) there is
widespread mobility in our society wherein individuals can virtually
disappear in even the best of record-keeping situations, (2) schools have
never been required, nor in fact, been asked to report on the development
occurring in attendance patterns. There are indications now that 30
percent of all first graders in the United States never complete public
school In some Southern states, 50 percent never graduate from high
school. 70 percent is the attrition figure recorded for minorities and poor
whites in these areas If high school graduates, as previously cited, are
having difficulty coping in today's society and their skills deficiencies
set up insurmountable harriers to survival, consider the problem con-
fronted by the Americans who do not have a high school education.

The need is real; the problem exists, th e students are here. The different
terms used to describe these so-called "problem students" refer to either
their social, educational, or economic backgrounds or to the category
by which the institution receiving them describes their characteristics.
Common terms include. "disprivileged," "disadvantaged," nontradi
tional," and "new " In his most recent study of community college
responsiveness to this group of students, Moore elects to use the term
"high-risk " He designates this term as one less abused than are many of
the others (Moore, 1976) Moore attests to the accurate descriptions that
fill the literature about high-risk students. He, too, observes that these
students have obvious deficiencies in such skill areas as reading, writing,
and math He, ton, observes that they do not have the mechanics of good
study habits He witnesses their unimpressive standardized test scores,
their races and their cultures which would place them at a disadvantage
when vying for college entrance. Moore is most concerned, however, that
"this description of cultural and educational disadvantages has been
widely accepted, not as a tentative hypothesis, but as a confirmed
explanation of the poor achievement among high -risk students" (Moore,
1976, p.

Cross correctly observes that efforts to create remedial programs in
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community colleges dunng the 1960's were a result of large numbers of
minonties entenng higher education. She points out, however, that open-
door admissions policies did result in the enrollment of overwhelming
numbers of lowachievers, but that the majority of these low-achievers
were not ethnic minorities. Rather, they were predominantly the white
sons and daughters of blue-collar workers (Cross, 1976).

Thus, restated, the problem and the need are with us. The students,
however, du not neatly fit into a well-defined pattern or category. They
are not limited to the minority or to the disprivileged. Rather, they are
found throughout the entire population. A Newsweek feature article
(December 8,1975) speaks to the problem and to the population exhibiting
the effects of it. "What makes the new illiteracy so dismaying is precisely
the fact that writing ability even among the best educated young people
seems to have fallen so far so fast." The same article reports that the
University of California at Berkeley, boasting students who come only
from the top 12.5' %1, of all high school graduates, required nearly half of
last year's freshmen to enroll in remedial courses nicknamed "bonehead
English" (December 8, 1975, p. 59). This requirement was the result of the
demonstration of such poor writing skills that enrollment in regular
courses would have been disastrous. Thus, even the most selective univer-
sities in the nation are faced with needs heretofore unheard of in their
selected students. Their answer is in the development of remedial and
developmental courses and programs designed to accommodate these
needs and attempt to prepare these students for regular college-level
work.

Obviously, the "new" students appear from all levels of socio-economic
backgrounds and with all levels of ability. They enroll in postsecondary
institutions without regard to the size of the institution, its public or
private nature, its open-dour ur highly selective admissions. Their needs
fall under the auspices of adult basic literacy training courses, and post
secondary institutions conduct much of this literacy training.

New" students are unlike their traditional student counterparts
Educationally, the "new" student

has nut acquired the Herbal, mathematical, and full range of cog
naive skills required for collegiate level work. Generally, he is a
student whose grades place him in the bottom half of his high
school class, who has not earned a (college preparatory)
diploma, and is assigned to a high school which has a poor
record for student achievement or who has been tracked into a
general, commercial, or vocational high school program. .
Such a student will generally rank low on such traditional
measures of collegiate admissions as the SAT Board scores,
high school average class standing, or (state) examination
(U.S. Department of Commerce, 1970).

Although attention has been called to the issue of characterizing
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minority students as the low-achieving students in higher education, it
would be less than fair to o% erlook giving some special attention to their
problems Indeed, students from all races and economic settings are
leaving school ill prepared, but the statistics as to the plight of minority
youngsters deser% es special mention. For example, the 1970 census data
show that 21 percent of white persons, ages 16 to 24, had completed at
least two years of college and 9 percent had completed four. Blacks of this
age span (16 to 21) registered 9 percent completing two years and 3 per-
cent completing four (U.S. Department of Commerce, 1970).

Their deficiencies in reading, writing, and arithmetic are not the only
problems that these students face. As a result of their prior schooling,
they have learned to fail. Their school behavior mirrors this belief in a
"failure identity." Because they ha ,e experienced little success in school,
they have little expectation that they can ever succeed in educational
endeavors. Continuing, they also have expectation of a chance to
win outside of school. And the expe.-tation can be considered a real
possibility' This phenomenon poor educational background equalling
unsuccessful "real world" experiences is a zathe: recent development
in America Heretofore, e% en within the past twenty years, those individ-
uals not successful or interested in formal schooling could achieve some
measure of success in society. The occurrence of this phenomenon is now
almost impossible. Presenti.r, those students who don't iticceed in school
have virtually no options a% ailable to them. As a result, more and more
of those students who are unsucc.ssful in Lhe public school experience
have opted to enter postsecondary in...titutions, the issue being that there
was nowhere else to go!

If indeed these students perceived they had nowhere else to go but to
postsecondary institutions, it would have been conceivable that their
options to enroll in public community colleges were good ones. After all,
community colleges were espousing egalitarian philosophies and, by law
in most states, they were to admit any high school graduate or others who
could, so-called, "profit" from instruction. They apparently were
welcoming "problem" students into their institutions, however, not
necessarily was the welcome generalized to all curriculums. More
importantly, they were ad% ertising the creation and development of
courses and services designed primarily to meet the needs of those
students who had, heretofore, experienced difficulty in the educational
environment.

Thus, the efforts to incorporate remedial education programs in the
college curriculum became widespread. In 1968, Rouechc found that most
community colleges had de% eloped courses and. or programs for students
with academic deficiencies. The most offered courses were remedial
English, remedial reading, and remedial mathematics. But, for the most
part, the donations of money , time, space to provide for the learning needs
of the increasing numbers of low achieving students were unsuccessful.
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Yet the clic hotomy existed the only a% ailable option offered these
students but small hope! Until the last two y ears, the "new- students were
able to enroll on/ in the community. colleges. The admissions pressures
of the 1960's resulted in the denial, to students with learning deficiencies,
of admission to the more prestigious four -year colleges (Gordon. 1972,
Kundric k, ',96). An example of such admissions patterns is still evident
in California. Students graduating in the top 12.5 percent of their high
school graduating classes are eligible to attend the University of
California. those graduating in the top 33.3 percent of their high school
graduating classes may attend any of the California state colleges,
e% cry one else is eligible to attend community. colleges. It was in 197.1that
Karabel reported that community colleges recek ed one-third of all
students entering higher education. And in California, the figure was
greater than 80 percent (Karabel. 1973).

In the same c ein, Karabel w as able to document that low socio-
economic status was linked to enrollment in community colleges
(Karabel. 197:1i, But it is now possible to document that changes have

urred in these enrollment patterns. It is apparent, recently, that
relationships are .inc between type and incidence of postsecondary
enrollment and so( iv economic status, ethnicity, prior educational
experience and concurnitant achievement le% el. In other words, the
problem students are now represunLItke of all society, the relationships
that were traditionally in existem e are not now so e% ident. Results of
present patterns are that pia( tic ally every university in the nation is
today making an effort to remedy the learning needs of its students.
Prestigious unk ersities, in( hiding Stanford, Ohio State, and the Univer-
sity of California Berkeley, ), are quick to admit that they are filling
de% clopmental c lasses with straight-A students students w ho enter
then institutions with poor study habits. For example, Stanford has
established its ow n learning assistance center (LAC), a remedial
ptogram designed for the bright students ( Tune. 1976). LAC, begun in
197.2, now serves more than 50 percent of Stanford's freshmen each year.
The must popular e lass at the ( enter is LAC 10, a three -hour.. redit course
in reading skills for students with reading deficiencies. The LAC
program at Stanford is an effort representative of university responses
to the "problem,-

The fa( t that four y ear colleges and uni% ersiti, s are reacting to the
problem- is not Indic an% c of any modification of philosophy or mission

statements. Indeed, one cannot peneralizu from this behavior that, as a
rule, they have adopted more egalitarian views of higher education.
Rather, many are responding merely to the law of su pply and demand. At
the present time, there are more vacancies in colleges than there are
students w 'siting to enroll in them. In many states, universities are

( upting students today who, just five y ears ago. would have been
denied admission. In fact, some universities arc reporting today that



average SAT scores for entering freshmen are 100 to 200 points below
those required for enrollment a few years ago.

Rationale
So what statement of rationale might be made for the creation and

continuance of developmental programs? With su clear an indication of
need, perhaps a dear and simple rationale is appropriate. The student for
whom development of skills is a must will either be an asset or a liability
to society, he will either receive adequate preparation for his vocation,
choose a more viable alternative to his original vocational choice and
successfully make his own way, ur he will receive insufficient, ineffective
skill development and will cost society as a welfare recipient or as a
prison inmate.

This either-or predicament is nut a totally new one to American society,
or the theories fur universal education would not continue to be strong
ones However, what postsecondary institutions can do to extend educa-
tional opportunities to those who have been ill-served by previous
schooling is the subject of numerous questions.

A rationale fur developmental education is apparent. For better or for
worse, American higher education is now faced with a crucial decision. It
may accept the problem and the results of the problem and make some
serious attempts to pro% ide, if not solutions, remedies of its own design.
Or, American higher education can decide to overlook the problem and
the students (the results of the problem), and pretend that skill defi-
ciencies do not exist (Jr that it is nut higher education's responsibility to
deal with them The results of the latter decision would obviously be
disastrous The "new" students and the low-achievers are now or soon will
be entering college The last tw o decades ha% e seen dramatic increases in
their enrollment, and w hates er the forces at work to bring these numbers
to college, they are enrolling. They are in hopes that the "education for
all" concept is a viable one.

A recent study of colleges and universities providing developmental
assistance to students has disco% ered that programs and persons in devel-
npmental areas are making positive impacts on li,..retufore unsuccessful
students (Roueche and Snow, 1977). A primary focus for the achievement
of a successful program was cited as being that ability to articulate
exactly what the purpose of the developmental program would be
Overall, the purpose appeared to be success. The definitions of success are
as varied as the definitions of developmental. remedial education. The
primary underly ing goal of developmental education must be to allow the
student to persist in sc hoot, in effect, it is to help the student persistso that
he might have the ad% antages unavailable to him were he outside
potential sources of help The research on student persistence rate is
run-m.111y reported in terms of im pro% ements in grade point average, high
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persistence rate, college transfer successes, and the ability to make the
transition frum dev elupmental to regular academic w urk w ithuut a loss of
academic achievement.

Tinto criticizes intervention programs in higher education and refers to
their "complacent programming." He concludes that. "Whatever the
diagnosis, the means employed to keep the 'disadvantaged' in college are
quite similar frum program to program." (Tinto, 1974, p. 39). The latest
national study, in contrast to Tinto's findings, uncovered a variety of
existing practices practices espousing quite similar goals. The most
recent study observed that few colleges reported a clear sense of purpose
guiding their programming efforts. The primary purpose espoused by
these institutions was the attempt to remedy a student's academic skill
deficiencies and to improve his selconcept.

A statement of philosophy for dev elupmental education places v alue un
the w urth of the inch% idual as well as un the importance of promoting his
social economic well being. It assigns importance to providing useful
educational experiences for students in need of skill improvement and
assumes responsibility for students' success. It pledges design of pro
grams aimed at meeting indiv idual needs. It places the program in a
position that is supportive of institutional ubjectiv es, rather than in the
position of being an end in itself.

Colleges present a v anety of purposes for de% el(ipmental remedial
education. Some colleges continue to see remedial programs as being
custodial in nature (Ruueche, 1968). And the philosophy of such custodial
efforts seems to suggest no real hope for success and places little
importance upon try ing. Other remedial programs see their primary
function as one of student redirection.

Scope

The scope of developmental programs is both institutional and pro
grammatic in nature. If indeed the institution assumes the responsibility
for meeting the needs of low achieving students, then developmental
efforts are institutional in nature. In effect, the program will assume a
position of undergirding institutional objectives, and the institution is in
position to support these developmental efforts.

Developmental studies prugrams, to be integral parts of the insti
tution's offenngs, must be a consideration of every aspect of the insti
tution's recruitment, placement, evaluation, and follow up procedures. In
other words, if the institution accepts the idea that incoming students are
characterized by div erse abilities and deficiencies, then it will not limit.
the consignment of developmental studies to a narrow set of skills
remediation ur development ur to a select few entering students and,
thereby, chance wasting the full impact of positiv e de v elupmental efforts.
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Programmatically, developmental studies can assume a wide scope.
In addition to traditional reading writing mathematical skill develop.
ment, enhancement of the student's self-concept has beome popular.
Little attention was paid to personal-social skills prior to the 1960's.
However, during the Sixties and Seventies, colleges began to pay more
attention to personal social variables which influence intellectual
outcomes (Cross, 19761.

Developmental studies programs need not be narrow efforts at reading,
writing, mathematics, self concept des elopmen t, and grouping out rather
they can assume some responsibilities for student population at large.
Many colleges have envisioned their developmental studies programs as
learning assistance centers, which provide tutorial and staff develop-
ment functions, assist in the selection of the curriculum and instructional
choices of the college at large, and aid in the diagnosis and assessment
practices Many programs seek input and ads ice from other departments
or divisions in the formulation of learning objectives for developmental
courses and encourage dialog on the objectives of courses where develop-
mental students enroll after completing their basic courses. Many
developmental departments include in their offerings such specific ser-
vices as ( 1) mini courses tfrom one hour to three weeks duration) in partic-
ular skills development, (2) tutoring efforts, (3) preparation for GED
examinations, and t -1) courses designed to produce effective peer
counselors.

Indeed, the scope of developmental programs is broad both program-
matically and institutionally No longer should developmental studies be
assigned a narrow role The need it serves is too great, the students it
serves are too many; it mirrors too clearly the role of American higher
education to be assigned a narrow focus within the institution.

Assumptions

Currently, there are contrasting assumptions made about develop-
mental studies programs On the one hand, there are those assumptions
that can be labeled debilitating forces, these forces would be ideas encour
aging some individuals and institutions to take less than an enthusiastic
view of the role of developmental efforts. The other group of assumptions
can he called facilitating efforts. These would be efforts supporting a
positive view of the ability of des elopmental studies programs to, in truth,
carry out activities which would support and deliver the promises made
in a strong rationale statement.

Debilitating forces can be characterized by several of the following
assumptions Perhaps the most debilitating belief of all would be that
traditional instruction, traditional curric ulum choices, traditional beliefs
in the so-called normal curse (as it applies to aptitude and to ability) will
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work. Indeed, recent studies are upholding the theory that instruction
must be geared to individual needs. Another debilitating assumption
could be that a student's past achievement records are a solid indication
of his ability to achieve. Perhaps the most debilitating theory of all, in
this day and age, would be to assume that there is no place in American
higher education for remediation, that those students who do not demon-
strate obvious ability to do college work should be siphoned into training
or retraining programs outside of institutions of higher education,

Efforts which might be called facilitating are those actions based on
beliefs that all students can learn, that they can achieve measurable
success in developmental studies programs. Most importantly, these
efforts say that American higher education has a role to fill in helping all
students achieve success. Too, they assume that past educational
achievement records are not indicative of an individual's innate ability
to learn, They look for methods by which individual learning needs can
be met.

Moore indicates several basic premises which he considers of primary
importance in creating a developmental studies program. He suggests
that developmental studies students not be categorized on the basis of
environmental, cultural, socio-economic factors and that the design of
the program assumes the presence of students from all levels of the socio-
economic and cultural environment. He strongly urges that college-age
students are not without hope for remediation; in other words, previous
academic performance should not be considered an accurate index to
what future performance might be. Those in charge of developmental
studies programs, instructors and administrators, should be willing to
express and to demonstrate strong belief in the fact that students can
learn, that they want to learn, that their individual differences can be met
with changes in curricula and in teaching techniques (Moore, New
Directions, 1976, Positive assumptions about the potential success of
developmental studies programs are underscored from recent national
surveys which conclude that community colleges and other educational
institutions can design and Implement successful programs for nontra-
ditional and high-risk students. They are assuming that, indeed, a lack of
basic skills will preclude college success, that mastery of these basic skills
will enhance the student's potential for college success, and that
this mastery can be accomplished given administrative, instructor, and
curriculum support. It is apparent that given successful experiences in
a controlled environment, positive selfconcepts can be generated.
Assumptions about the relevancy of offerings in developmental pro-
grams are of paramount importance. Students learn best when they
attach some value to the work and perceive that there is some payoff
payoff both immediate (most important) and long-range.

The assumptions that both an institution and an instructor make in
regard to the design of the program and in regard to the student can
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either impede the progress and the success of the program or they can
serve as strong program support systems. Assumptions about develop-
mental studies programs should ha' e one primary focus that students,
no matter their diverse needs, can learn. Basic assumptions that educa-
tors traditionally ha e held about ability and achievement in regard to
strict time frames and instructional approaches are to be questioned.
Unless the assumptions about what can be done to correct, or at least to
improve upon, the problem facing higher education are positive and
facilitating. an effective reaction to the problem will not exist,
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CHAPTER II

INSTITUTIONAL COMMITMENT

For any program ur effurt to be undertaken, an institutior must provide
support expressions of its L.ummitment. Recent studies have found that
a common factor in all colleges boasting successful developmental
studies programs was a strung institutional commitment to the develop-
mental program (Ruueche and Kirk, 1973). And in truth, colleges can
provide powerful grow th oriented institutional climates for high risk
students.

In a recent study by Roueche and Mink, it was observed that positive
grow th-onented climates were dependent on virtually all those who
comprised the educational community trustees, administrators,
faculty, and students (Ruueche and Mink, 1974). It is, however, the presi-
dent who literally sets the stage for the orchestration of the ariables that
produce positive ur negative results in the institution. It is the president

ho is a key figure in the support of the college's efforts to serve high-risk
students. It is the president and his key administrators who pruide the
financial and the staff resources to see that the program continues.
Studies have found that campus presidents who had an in-depth aware-
ness of the acti sties, the obje.ti CS, and the designs of these programs
were frequently the creators ur the originators of such efforts for nuntra
ditional students. One president is know n to have ubser ed. "It is absurd
to speak about a cumprehensie community college with an open -dour
admissions policy without placing high college priority un the design
and do,elopmentof effective educational programs for all our L.ummunity
(Alegi!. students. We hae an obligation to these students and we are
going to do more fur them than 'keep them off the streets'." (Ruueche and
Kirk, 197.1i. Even in selet,to, e universities, commitment is needed as
greater student diversity is now evidenced.

Institutional L.ommittnent to developmental studies programs is
t 'dent in both verbal and active pledges Of ub iuus support. Initially , an
institution's ummitment io reflected in mission statement. The mission
statement, perhaps, is the result of a specific goal setting effurt ur a
general open door admissions policy that is underscored by a written
commitment to provide success oriented education, no matter the needs
of the student population. It Auld, perhaps, gu without saying that
written institutional commitments are important. It is obvious that
institutional pen eptiuns of high risk students are significantly related
to student achievement. It is, indeed, a definite comment upon the insti
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tution's ability to cause learning and to provide viable alternatives for
high-risk students when it makessolid statements about its intention in a
mission statement that goes beyond a general "open arms" admissions
procedure.

This commitment, indeed, is a solid statement of an institution's con-
cern for these students; however, if the verbal acknowledgment of intent
is not acted out in very specific kinds of ways, both the individuals
(administrative and faculty) within the institution and the students that
they serve will be disillusioned. Hence, they will place little value upon
the efforts they do observe being implemented. Indeed, the institution
must have carefully considered its questions of prionties, and the
developmental studies program must be viewed as an effort high on that
priority list.

Governance and Administration

Four major groups are involved in any commitment assessment. If the
administration shows commitment to the program, its behavior should
reflect that support, Administrative behavior, here, is best exemplified
(1 by the amount of financial support, (2) by the policy decisions, and
(3 by the projected attitudes that it engenders with this support and
these decisions.

A major commitment that administration can make is in the financial
support it provides a developmental studies program. And in
economically trying times, this support is no small matter. There are
those who would contend that throwing "good money" into efforts for
"bad students" will have no payoff. However, the are those who do not
take such a dim view of these efforts, and they are asking questions, too --
the most often heard "Then what is your plan to remedy the problems we
are facing'" Initially, an administration must decide to seek out sources
of financial aid for both its programs and its students. And if indeed
nn support is available from outside sources, these institutions are faced
with the decision as to whether they will personally take on the remedial
efforts. This is commitment of the highest order.

Studies have found that many community colleges are funding
programs for high risk students primarily with available federal sources;
however, the colleges most successful with these programs are
characterized by a commitment of their own institutional resources to
these programs Those who would criticize remedial programs must have
observed that federal curtailment of Title III programs and the Special
Services to the Disadvantaged programs would pass the real commit-
ment to the high risk student. The suggestion is, of course, that many
colleges have developmental studies programs only because federal
dollars are there and that the colleges' real priorities are elsewhere.
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Obviously, federal support, even local support, is dwindling now. The
criteria by which funding agencies measure proposals for dollars are
becoming more and more stringent. And, thus, the evidence reports that a
real dilemma faces higher education. As colleges and universities are
being called upon to prepare individuals with skills for meeting employ-
ment as well as coping skills to sun iv e in our society, they are also being
asked to please teach students in the basic skills of reading and writing.
And they are being asked to perform these tasks with reduced revenues
and dwindling public support.

A feature articie in the Neu, York Times informs us that the Ohio Board
of Regents has refused to reimburse state colleges and universities for
their remedial programs. The basis for their argument is the belief that
taxpayers should not be charged a second time for something that they
have already paid the public schools to accomplish (Nett York Times,
March 7, 1976). A recent survey, however, discovered that Ohio State
University operates 350 sections of remedial freshman English at a cost
of $500,000. That cost must be charged to other funded areas since the
Regents will not fund these catch -up courses. If the question is one of
institutional financial support, and that support is translated into
sizable sums of money, a real commitment is obvious, the institution's
administration presumes that a solid service to the student population
will be performed through the continuance of developmental studies
programs. Indeed, one could not overlook the pay uff for enlarging both
the potential enrollment and the potential re-enrollment of students. If,
indeed, the revenue gained from enrollment cannot (as a result of
increased costs of higher education) be weighted heavily, one should
remember that the return of that person's contribution to society as
opposed to his "draws" upon society should be considered.

Administrative commitment to developmental studies programs is
seen also in policy decisions policy decisions about grading practices,
timing ur scheduling of classes, allotment of space to the program, hiring
practices, registration procedures, and credit involved in developmental
courses. The decisions should be characterized by flexibility in timing
and scheduling of courses as well as flexibility in the designation of
completion times. Decisions about the time allowance for completion of
courses obviously must interface with a grading system that will allow
for the inability to meet traditional time frames of semester length
courses.

When decisions as to the physical placement of developmental studies
programs within the institution are made, serious regard should be given
to one particular phenomenon. the importance that is generally ascribed
to a function when it is centrally located physically accessible
within the institution and conforms to the general decor of the institution.
For example, many instructors of technical % ucational courses have com
plained loudly that their classes would assume more importance in stu
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dents' thinking if they were physically placed and housed in more
impressive surroundings. They were concerned that the image of
technical-vocational courses was being damaged when such courses were
being taught in barrack looking buildings situated away from the main
campus or in the older sections of the campus buildings. And they were
right' Developmental instructors complain that makeshift, temporary
surroundings or isolated groups of classrooms do not make for positive
feelings about the efforts being made there.

Developmental hiring decisions are particularly important, as studies
are pointing out the tremendous effects that developmental studies in-
structors have upon their students. If, as the studies suggest, the instructor
is the key to the success or failure of the program, administrators should
not make light of the immense task involved in hiring individuals who
would hest meet strong criteria of specific developmental faculty charac-
teristics These characteristics are discussed in a later section.

Recognizing the importance of first impressions, particularly as
regards the high risk student, policy decisions should set forth strong
efforts to make the recruitment and registration procedures as simple
and straightforward as possible. Typical registration barriers should be
investigated, and steps should be undertaken to make the registration
process as painless a procedure as possible. Many institutions have taken
great pains to offer more personal registration by presenting to smaller
groups an orientation session followed by on-the-spot registration all
done as an activity occurring before the general registration dates.
Others have sent potential students alternative counseling dates, asked
for response, and followed up on no-response or no-show situations.
Various attempts at "hand holding" registration are being implemented,
and they are to be commended for helping students make solid first
decisions and for helping convince them that their idea to enter college
was a good one.

Perhaps the greatest controversy to arise from recent decisions about
developmental studies programs would have to do with the granting of
credit for these courses. Historically, remedial courses were non-credit
courses, and students protested spending time in a course for which no
credit was allowed It is understandable that students would expect some
return for their time, money, and effort. If indeed the institution was not
willing to provide credit, no wonder that students would assign either to
themselves or to the institution little value to these courses. The trend
vow is to introduce general studies courses with full credit kMonroe, p.
121) In fact, an institution's attitude toward learning which takes place
in developmental courses can largely be assessed by asking one basic
question' "Are your developmental courses awarded institutional
credit" In summarizing what research indicates for developmental
educators, Cross (1976) arrived at the same conclusion. She reported:
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...The major "reward" that education has to offer these students
is college credit. Ultimately, all students may come to
appreciate the personal satisfaction of learning; until then,
new students, more than other students, need the immediate
and tangible reward of ^rAdit.

...While college credit for below college-level work may threaten
institutional egos, it should not threaten the egos of
"educators" whose task it is to help students learn. In any event
the trend is toward credit and most of the recent literature advo-
cates granting credit for remedial or developmental courses.
In 1970, less than one-third of the community colleges were
granting degree credit for remedial courses, by 1974, 53 percent
were granting degree and 32 percent were granting non degree
credit (Cross, 1976, p. 44).

Through these administrative decisions, the possibility that the devel-
opmental program will be successful is strengthened. It is the result of the
projection of these positive attitudes toward developmental studies pro-
grams that characterize much-publicized successful programs. Indeed, a
strong consideration is that "administrative leadership may well be the
most important factor in the design of programs for nontraditional
students" (Roueche and Kirk, 1973, p. 75).

Faculty, Students and Community

Strong leadership toward developmental studies on the part of the
administrative team will naturally be reflected in the attitudes of the
faculty, the students, and the community at large. Those individuals
who are the faculty members of developmental studies programs are
characteristically described, in the literature, as working out of a basic
belief in the worth of the individual. They believe in the student's ability
to find an acceptable level of success for himself, and they have a commit-
ment to share ii the responsibility fur that student's success. Generally,
studies are discovering that faculty members of these programs are
members of those departments or di,isiuns by choice, in other words, they
elect to teach those courses, They take upon themselves the efforts to
interface with faculty members-at-large in an effort to get a clear picture
of those requirements of college course work and the attitudes of the
faculty toward developmental studies students and programs They work
toward faculty cooperation generally as they seek the support of these
other professionals

Students, in particular, are those fur whom institutional commitment
on an administrative and a faculty level are most important. They are
quick to perceive dishonesty and imbalance between stated missions and
actual behaviors. They are quick to recognize faculty members who do
not accept the basic premise that developmental students can be success-
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ful; they are quick to recognize when a progran's placement in a physical
arrangement is less than complimentary, tliey expect some compen-
sation or some reward for their time, effort and money. As a result, a
student's commitment of the program can be best attained when sheihe
honestly feels that a serious regard is evident for her, his well-being. This
regard is evident as instructors and administration make policies and
plan curriculum in such a way that the student sees payoff; sheihe
envisions some control over both course work and completion time frame.
The student is quick to sense that attempts beyond the standard tradi-
tional ones are being implemented in efforts to reach her, him, at what-
ever level.

The community-at-large makes a commitment to developmental educa-
tion when indeed it financially and philosophically supports an insti
tution and its developmental programs. Its commitment can be most
effectively achieved when the institution implements sound evaluation
techniques and disseminates the data from those evaluative efforts.
Obviously, strong commitment would come upon the heels of much good
feedback (student success), and the sharing of this feedback would go
far in the attainment of community support.

In summary, institutional commitment is no slight effort, nor is it of
little importance Indeed, many of those long-term developmental edu-
cators and administrators would place this undergirding at the top ache
"must" list for a successful developmental studies program. Institutional
priorities are obvious One need only visit a college campus for a few
hours to perceive, to grasp, the ideas about those programs and those
areas of the institution of which the administration is most proud and on
which it places the greatest importance. It is, then, that great responsi-
bility for the success or failure of developmental studies programs rests
with those who would first make the decision to realistically provide
efforts to fulfill the commitments made by the open door policies.
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CHAPTER III

PROGRAM DESIGN - COMPONENTS

Poor academic achievement, as recorded in the literature, is assumed to
stem from at least five perceived causes. These causes are. poor study
habits, inadequate mastery of ba3ic academic skills, low academic ability
or low IQ, psychological-motivational blocks to learning, and socio
cultural factors relating to deprived family and school backgrounds
(Cross, 1976). Cross senses that historical trends in diagnoses of low aca-
demic achievement appear to be additive. In other words, she observes
that students growing up in socio-cultural settings which are basically
opposed to school achievement are likely to have problems with a wide
range of skills, including some human skills. As a result of the diversity
and the integration of su many skill weaknesses, there are few courses
today that can be singled out as hou,-to courses. The trend, therefore, is
-toward remediation or developmental efforts embedded in a total
program that includes cognitive, social, and emotional components"
(Cross, 1976, p. 27).

Organizational Structure

Developmental, remedial efforts reflect a continuum of organizational
structures from the isolated teacher, counselor, ur director working on a
particular course ur program to an integrated team of specialists offering
complete services within a division ur department. According to a recent
national survey un developmental studies programs, three major plans
for developmental studies programs are evident (Roueche and Sm., iv,
1977). Those programs falling in a fourth category named "other" were
observed. The distnbution of today's colleges on this continuum is as
follows:

1. The addition of isolated developmental courses in disci-
plined curricula, that is, adding developmental reading to the
list of approved courses in English.
Community colleges = 34%; senior colleges = 32%.

2. Working with an interdisciplinary group of instructors who
remain attached to their disciplines organizationally, and who
coordinate with instructors from other disciplines and with
counselors assigned to compensatory students.
Community colleges = 18%; senior colleges = 11%.
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: Establishment of a diuision or department of developmental
studies which plans, coordinates, and allocates funds for
instruction, counseling and other support services.
Community colleges = 30%; senior colleges = 24%.

4 Others Community colleges = 18%; senior colleges z: 32%.
Those organizational structures listed under the category of "other"

included. (1 a combination of the three types, (2) development of core
disciplinary courses in the occupational and continuing education frame-
work, (70 decentralization of the developmental remedial courses to fit
into sequential design of the departmental offerings, and (4) the offer of
tutoring and individual help to all students through a learning assistance
center (Rouche and Snow, 1977).

Senior colleges' responses differed somewhat from those of the com-
munity colleges in the "other" category. A large proportion of them
32 percent) showed differences from the four categories mentioned.
Among their responses, senior colleges mentioned. present developments
of formal structures for developing programs, voluntary programs estab-
lished through counseling centers, tutoring services with student per-
sonnel, and the assignment of faculty advisors to incoming students.

Various programming design efforts stem directly from the situations
in which they exist Different settings obviously have different resources
and different problems For example, those colleges located in inner-city
areas have different needs and problems than those colleges located in
suburban or rural areas But certain factors in the development of a pro-
gram design should be considered.

In 1971, Davis' study concluded that institutional commitment should
provide an established power base for an individual directing special pro-
grams or developmental studies, this commitment appears to be a crucial
factor to the successful incorporation of both the program and the low-
achieving student into the mainstream of the academic institution. In
197(i Cross discovered that the establishment of a division or department
of developmental studies in community colleges had increased from 20
percent in 1970 to 36 percent in 1974. Roueche and Snow's survey indi-
cates even greater growth In effect, it found that nearly 50 percent of the
community and senior colleges had established a total program of recruit-
ment, counseling. instruction, evaluation, and the program included a
director Results of the Roueche-Snow study suggest that many of the
efforts being made presently to integrate the developmental or the high-
risk student into the mainstream of learning are successful. In effect, the
success of these efforts is making institutional renewal and survival a
possibility at a time when both that renewal and that survival are import-
ant issues.

The issue of "tracking" students in and out of developmental programs
is as controversial an issue today as it has been historically. The question
continues whether or not we should be in the business of developing total
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programs or merely providing individual courses. A most recent study
observes that developmental programs which are characterized by indi-
vidual often isolated courses and departments were found in 33 per-
cent of the senior colleges and 40 percent of the community colleges
reporting low success with students. These individual or isolated courses
were spread across the campuses on which they were offered. By contrast,
programs organized by departments or by divisions accounted for the
organizational patterns found in 67 percent of both senior and com-
munity colleges located in the high success group. In other words, the
totally-integrated program appears to yield better results than does the
isolated group of courses (Roueche and Snow, 1977).

Those colleges having a separate department or division have provided
an administrative leader or director who plans and makes fund coordi-
nation and allocation decisions. Those colleges with programs comprised
of faculty members working within their individual academic depart-
ments, but working with counselors, reported but moderate success
These colleges obviously felt better about this design than they did about
Isolated courses. The data on student completion rates definitely sup-
ported the perception that this design had more potential for effective-
ness than did the design of isolated courses located at various points
about the campus.

The establishment of a division or department of developmental
studies can be considered a very dramatic move toward effecting positive

41111M student change. As a separate division or department, it is a highly
visible area in which innovation can occur. These innovations along
instructional and counseling lines can be designed and implemented to
work specifically with the low-achiever. Indeed, the incorporation of dis-
advantaged students into educational institutions has created some very
obvious organizational changes, in fact, the system must be as flexible as
possible in order to respond to the diversity of its students.

The recommendation of the recent Roueche and Snow survey reflects
an earlier recommendation made by Roueche and Kirk in 1973 that is,
that a department or a division of developmental studies is still neces-
sary. A department in effect, makes a concerted frontal attack upon the
challenge of providing programs for the nontraditional student The
department must not be designed or positioned in such a way that it
excludes itself from college involvement. Moreover, it must avoid being
merely a so-called bonehead" division. It aims to meet, head-on, those
critics who proclaim that providing remedial education means merely
watering down existing content and giving away grades and credits for
less than credit work. It must make a concerted effort to offer both aca-
demic and human development skill courses which serve all students,
both traditional and nontraditional.
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Choices: Organizational Patterns

There are optional patterns of organization for developmental studies
programs As has been indicated earlier, the one organizational pattern
considered most successful has been the separate division of develop-
mental studies The pattern of organization characterized by isolated
courses has as its greatest drawback the inability' of instructors to work
together consistently in both the design and evaluation of their efforts;
thus, in turn, the students most likely will not perceive a "wholeness" in
their instructional efforts As cited earlier, these programs report slight,
if any, success.

Another pattern of organization that of courses remaining attached
to individual curriculum areas but yet clearly marked and designed on a
developmental basis are the programs demonstrating relative success,
at least the success with this design is greater than the success with
isolated courses In this design instructors assume all responsibility for
coordinating their efforts, however, the total picture to the student is still
a foggy one Presidents and administrators who prefer a separate divi-
sion, or who had operated a separate division and abolished It, had used
budgetary and enrollment difficulties as explanation for their action.
Their decision to realign or redesign a separate division was not made as
a result of its ineffectiveness.

Those programs following the program design relying upon tutoring
f whr ner by a well defined tutoring assistance program or by faculty
advisors for students) omit one basic agreed-upon need of the low-achiever
or disadvantaged student. This need is one for direction, for continued
support in terms of structure, and for incentive to continue. Indeed, it has
been well documented that disadvantaged students more often than not
see themselves in a failure pattern, and unless they are placed in an envi-
ronment that promotes immediate forms of success and provides contin-
uous direction, these students very likely will behave in ways that will
promote their own failure Therefore, this program providing neither a
positive ongoing environment nor constant reinforcement to set tight
schedules and consistent work patterns lacks two of the success factors
characterizing strong developmental studies efforts.

It might be obvious that the rationale for any one of the heretofore-
mentioned programs would be based upon the need to consider already
tight budgets that affect both program design and instructional per-
sonnel They, too, might be working upon the assumption that "each of us
should take care of his own." It also works upon the suspicion that the
only necessary ingredient to college success is improved academic skills.

Perhaps it would he helpful to mention, at this point, several institu-
tions whose successful deN elopmental studies programs have been recog-
nized in recent developmental studies literature. The description of these
programs here is only an acknowledgment of the diverse ways in which
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developmental studies programs might be configured, it is not to suggest
that these are the only succ essful programs in existence. Too, the descrip-
tions do not necessarily suggest that these program configurations are
the most successful arrangements. It goes without saying that every
institution depending upon its size, its budget, its needs must align
its developmental studies' efforts in accordance with its mission and its
financial ability. But overall, and most importantly, these successful
programs have one common characteristic, each of them has made
efforts to be compatible with the total college mission. Each recognizes
the need for becoming a strung program within itself as well as a support
set-% ice for the rest of the institution. As one w ill recognize, the following
program designs exemplify v ary ing attempts that a deN, elopmental effort
might effectively make to become a distinctly significant part of the
institution. This factor alone makes a tremendous contribution to
program success.

On the South Campus of Tarrant Count) Junior College in Texas,
students are enrolled in developmental studies on a block schedule basis,
in other words, course selections and course times are pre-determined for
large groups of de% elopmental students. There are five sections of approx
imately 2.0 students per section assigned to a group of six staff members,
each of whom teaches a different subject. The students in the same
section attend classes as a unit. The instructional group of five instruc-
tors and one counselor is called a certu al team, this team is responsible
for the educational experiences of approximately 100 students during
their initial year in college. At this time three such vertical teams exist,

The basic studies program is one of sev en departments in the division
of General Studies at South Campus. The Applied Studies department
includes several special programs in pre-technical, pre-business, and a
veterans' upbound program, as well as remedial courses and develop-
mental English. The Reading department offers laboratory courses in
reading and study skills. The Mathematics department, in another divi
sion, offers a remedial course in Introductory Mathematics. The Human
Development and Special Services department offers courses in Human
Relations and Human De% elopment, these courses are directed at low
income, educationally-disadvantaged students.

(Em, Out ersto in Athens has designed a developmental program
with major foci remedial studies and academic tutoring. The remedial
courses are ()pen on a v oluntary basis to those students who did poorly on
their diagnostic test. The tutoring program is open to any student doing
below average work in a lower division course, this tutoring is offered at
no charge to the student, Courses in study skills as well as courses in
writing skills appear under the auspices of the student developmental
program. Participation in the program is voluntary.

El Paso Cotnnzuna) College in Colorado Springs, Colorado, has a
developmental studies division with students entering as a result of
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placement test scores or their own perceptions of skill deficiency. The pro-
gram focuses upon three areas. reading skills, English, and mathematics
(with four level: of remedial courses offered in each of these areas). Orga-
nizationally, the developmental studies program is a division within the
General Studies area. The program is administered by ci director, faculty
have chosen to work in this area of developmental studies.

At El Centro College. in Dallas, Texas, the Dev elopmental Studies pro-
gram is a separate division including courses in reading, writing, math,
and human development. A team of instructors and counselors work spe-
cifically within this di vision, sery ing approximately ,100 full-time students
per semester The single div ision was created with the belief that it would
he educationally sound for instructors to cooperatively plan learning
experiences for these students. and that team teaching and interdisciplin-
ary approaches would enable students to v iew all their classroom experi-
ences as having a common purpose, a wholeness. The inclusion of
counselors and instructors within this one division was an attempt to
minimize the misunderstanding 5, h ich tm)icalIN exists between coun-
selors and instructors in many educational institutions.

There is a new program at Kent State trnwersit in Ohio. The program
of Developmental Services stresses the construction of individualized
programs for each student based upon his or her needs. Four components
comprise the learning development program. (1) A study skills compon-
ent makes a survey of the student stud3, habits and his attitudes towards
university course work (2) A non-credit reading course is offered each
quarter (1) Students receive academic and or personal counseling in
either individual or group sessions. (-1) Volunteers from the university are
available for individual and for small group tutoring in specific courses.
Staff members for the developmental program were selected on the basis
of interest and of specific qualifications.

Eastern Kentucb ('nit ersit, in Richmond established a counseling
and learning laboratory in 1969, supported the program with institu-
tional funds, and appointed a program super., isor. The program is
designed to provide assistance to students having academic difficulty.
This assistance includes laboratory work for. (1) the improvement of
basic learning skills, (2) interpretation of aptitude, interest and achieve-
ment test skills and the resultant de% elopment of 41 program of evaluation,
CO assistance in specific subject matters through the use of program in-
struction and tutors, and -11 efforts at (reciting opportunities for personal
development It is interesting to note that in this laboratory there is an
effort to guard against possible academic "labeling- as the names of the
program participants are confidential (Roueche and Snow, 1977).

Central Piedmont Communtt) ge in Charlotte, North Carolina,
has a developmental studies program that is designated Advancement
Studies There are twelve different purses representing four major disci-
plines within Advancement Stud. The courses are within the areas of
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mathematics, communications skills, reading, and science Students are
placed in Advancement Studies courses primarily through placement
testing or through staff referral. Advancement Studies is a component of
the General Studies Division at Central Piedmont, and the department
head of Advanced Studies reports directly to the vice-president of General
Studies. There are lead instructors in each course area, reporting to the
department head.

At San Antonio College in Texas, there are from nine to eleven depart-
ments involved in teaching the high-risk students each semester A repre-
sentative or a coordinator for the developmental courses is designated in
each department. This representative or coordinator is the individual re-
sponsible tor coordinating remedial course efforts within the department,
and he acts as a liaison with the overall coordinator of developmental
studies. A committee fur developmental studies is active, and each of
these coordinators serves as a member of that committee Assignments
for teaching developmental courses are as often done on a volunteer basis
as they are on a general rotation basis. Each instructor is asked to teach
at least one developmental studies course per semester. No counselors are
specifically assigned to the developmental program or to high-risk
students.

Bronx Community College of the City University of New York provides
a remedial program into which students are placed as results of place-
ment tests which demonstrate a need of remedial help. Students demon-
strating this need are placed in one or more of so, eral pre-college courses
There are one-semester preparatory courses ranging from three to six
hours of class time per week, they are designed to help the student to
master the basic skills and content that will enable him to cope with
college-level work. Each of the remedial courses is managed by the appro
priate academic department within the college. There is a committee on
remediation that manages the special projects and tutorial programs

The *tutierstty of Tecas in Austin has two developmentally-oriented
programs. The first of these is the Provisional Admissions Program
t PAN. The university does nut have an open-door admissions policy;
however, PAP is designed to allow students who, upon interview with a
counselor, can demonstrate that their SAT scores and their high school
grades do not adequately represent their true academic potential, to
enroll in the special program. Successful summer course work success
ful being interpreted as 2.0 GPA and 12 semester hours is seen as the
eventual goal of this program. The students, thus, will hopefully move
into the mainstream of the university's academic curricula. The other
developmentally-oriented program is the Reading and Study Skills
Laboratory (RASSL). This laboratory is university sponsored and is
designed to promote indiv idual academic growth. It provides a number of
relatively short, non-credit courses in reading and study skills and a
tutorial program which provides subject area supplementation. All of
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RASSL's services are open to the general student population. The goal of
these courses is, obviously, to reach students with learning deficiencies or
poor study habits and provide them with the opportunities for improve-
ment Both the PAP and the RASSI. Programs are coordinated by the
Division of General and Comparative Studies.

The developmental program at Florida Junior College at Jacksonville,
North Campus, receives students on a voluntary basis, however, incom-
ing freshmen who score below the tenth grade level un the Nelson Denny
Reading Test are strongly encouraged to enroll in the program. Courses
within the program recei e college credit, however, rather than the tradi-
tional three hours, they meet five hours per week to allow for additional
instruction The courses deal with communication and reading skills,
math skills, and a self-exploration course.

Examples of programs meeting the description of learning assistance
centers are located at Monterey Peninsula College, University of Cali-
fornia at Berkeley, and the University of Wisconsin. These programs,
also, are selected for description here as they responded to a recent survey
with specific information that allowed the researchers to place the
responses in a consistent reporting format.

Monterey Peninsula College in California has a Learning Center. It has
as its goal the development of basic skills needed by students who are
either enrolled or preparing to enroll in content courses at MPC or at
another institution of higher learning. These skills are descnbed as the
reading, writing, speaking, and studying techniques that the student
must have to succeed in college level courses. Learning, in the majority of
these courses, is self paced, too, students are allowed to take more than
one semester to complete a course. There are additional courses offered
dealing with psychology, ecnomics, sociology, history, political science,
and business Tutors are available to any student who feels the need for
personal assistance.

The University of California at Berkeley has designed its develop-
mental program as remedial courses that emanate from three different
sources within the University the Mathematics Department, Subject A
Department, and the Student Learning Center. Its Learning Center is
staffed by individuals who have diagnosed students' learning difficul-
ties, determined the appropriate remediation, and worked to support
efforts to develop effective academic skills. The Center offers tutoring and
skills help in reading, writing, study skills, basic mathematics, social
sciences, and science courses. In addition to these courses, the Center's
student services include non credit mini-courses designed to improve
reading, writing, test taking skills, and mathematics. Tutors are avail-
able for helping students in their areas of subject deficiencies. Self-help
materials focusing on improvement of the learning skills are main-
tained in the Center's library laboratory. Most importantly, there is,
presently, a director of the Student Learning Center. She works in coordi-
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nation with a tenmember faculty advisory board a board that meets
quarterly to provide suggestions for the Center's program. It also
coordinates the operation of the Center with the academic departments

The University of Wisconsin at Eau Claire has instituted a "transi-
tional year program,- This program is designed to perform a transitional
!unction for certain students between high school and college; specific-
ally, the students are those demonstrating that they do not have adequate
preparation for collegelevel work. The primary design of the program is
such to be flexible enough to deal with idual students' specific needs
to ready them for college course work. There is little mention made in the
program s prospectus of efforts to and self concept or pscho social devel-
opment. Three basic course types are provided within this program.
communication Skills, reading, and critical study skills. Background
courses are also provided in specific content areas. A tutoring service is
provided for the student. The tutor has three areas of responsibility:
advising the student about his specific educational strengths and weak-
nesses, working with course instructors in coordination of instruction
efforts, and attempting to help the student adjust to the new university
environment.

As was mentioned earlier, the advantages and the disadvantages of
various program patterns will most likely be more noticeable at the insti
tutional level; and very often the environment, the geographical location,
and the financial status of the institution do much to promote specific
program designs. As a result, a rather genera; statement should be made
about the vanety of program patterns. In effect, each institution must
consider its mission and its ability to finance the commitments made in
its mission statement. It can receive some solid advice once these
decisions have been made, however.

There are authors in the field who have made recommendations as to
the design of successful developmental studies programs An overwhelm-
ingly strong recommendation has been made in favor of a separately
organized division of developmental studies, a divison with its own staff,
and its own administrative head. A second overwhelming recommenda-
tion is that program content should be of real value to the student, that
the student should see some relevance between what he is doing at the
present time and what he will be doing and that he be given enough time
in which to do it (Roueche and Kirk, 1973).

Another recommendation that has effect upon program design is that
of staffing. The advantages, no matter what the program pattern, of
having a willing instructor cannot be over-emphasized. Within any
program design whether isolated courses, single division pattern or
learning center staffing requirements should be stringent ones with
top pnonty being given to potential instructors who express strong desire
to work with developmental studies students.

Any program patterns having a high regard for a successful learning
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environment will have that regard to its advantage. It cannot be over-
emphasized that students must have successful experiences, and those
successful experiences should be immediate ones. It cannot be overstated
that the chances for any program to be successful are increased if it has
the advantage of administration and faculty who expect it will succeed.
The disadvantage of any program pattern would lie in its inability to help
the student take charge of his ow n dev elopment. If indeed the student is
left to his own devices, if he must make decisions about his own study
habits, if he feels that no one else is responsible for him but himself, the
chances of his being successful are greatly diminished. The student
would be at a disadvantage if indeed he saw no major purpose in his
endeavors, in other words, if he could nut env isiun a meaningful "whole"
to these developmental experien, es, ( hances are that they would no be
considered of much value to him.

Thus, those who would support a separate division of developmental
studies point out the advantages to the student of this design. The
student is in a controlled atmosphere, his successes are monitored, in fact,
they are planned for lie has instructors Ve ho hay e dedicated themselves
to working with his problems and with his skill deficiencies, they are
willing to take him where he is and help him get where he is going,
including helping him practice some coping skills for making the transi-
tion into college-level courses.

Although strong recommendations are made for a separate division of
developmental studies, a separate div isiun is not without its disadvan-
tages There are those who would fear labeling ur categorization of
certain "types" of students if they were placed into a separate division.
However, research is bearing out that these separate division programs
are most likely to be successful. Even a cursory look at the history of
presently successful separate departments or division programs would
indicate that the beginnings of those developmental efforts were not easy
ones It is the success of these programs that now continues to point to the
wisdom of this design choice.

In a discussion of successful programmatic designs, the important
element of self concept development must be given consideration. This
element is such an important aspect of program design for developmental
studies students that any program configuration capable of enhancing
this development should receive priority ranking. The separate division
approach appears to hold the greatest adv antage for a holistic approach
to self concept development. It is in this enterprise that every instructor
can be a contributing agent to positive reinforcement and ongoing
support.

Community colleges, in the latest national survey, reported that
30 percent had separate div isions, 34 percent had isolated courses, 18 per-
cent had interdisciplinary teams, and another 18 percent had either com-
binations uf these three ur a different program altogether. Senior colleges
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reported 24 percent had separate divisions, 32 percent had isolated
courses, 11 percent had inteLdisciplinary teams and 32.4 percent had
either combinations of these three or others entirely different (Ruueche
and Snow, 1977).

The Image of a program is important to the recruitment and the retain-
ing of nontraditional students. A good image is defined as how a student
feels about his welcome, about how he is treated by faculty, counselors,
and clerical personnel, and whether or not he has curriculum choices that
are % aluable to him. Historically, there were common charges that reme-
dial or de% elopmental programs were racist by intent or by design
(Roueche and Kirk, 1973). But a recent study noted that "student success
was enhanced and magnified by enrollment and persistence in the
special basic, guided, or de% elopmental studies programs (Roueche and
Kirk, 1973).

It is important that the institution promote ongoing e% aluation. If the
e% aluati% e results are good, this information should be circulated among
high school counselors as well as within those areas frequented by the
more nontraditional students. If the results are nut good, steps should be
taken to impro% e the learning conditions. Perhaps the must important
effort that an institution can make in lay ing groundwork for a successful
de% elopmental studies program, nu matter what the design, is to help
create this strong image by clarify ing program intent, by saying what it
is the institution belie% es it is doing. Designers and administrators of
de% elopmental programs should make eery effort to face the miscun
ceptions that may ha% t de% eloped historically about de% elopmental edu
cation and keep before the public strung results of program efforts.
Students talk to students, and if this talk reflects students' beliefs that the
program is wmantted to and geared toward their own success and that
the administrators and instructors are follow ing the dictates of this
commitment, the program will develop a positive image.

Recruitment, Admission, Diagnosis and Placement

Recruitment

Recruitment of nontraditional student should not take place unless the
institution has an effects % e educational program a% ailable. Once the
program is a reality, hov%e% er, the program should look forward to
de% eloping sound recruitment procedures. Traditional recruiting
strategies such as traditional teaching and counseling are most
likely to be ineffecti% in con% incing the nontraditional student that the
institution is fur him. These students will rarely be among those who
attend college days" at the local institution, will not be among those
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receiving the college newspaper being mailed to high school seniors, and
will not be among those visiting Rotary and Lions Club groups.
Approaching students through these traditional methods has not proven
to he effective in reaching the low-achiever. Because the average or below
average high school student does not ens ision himself as either qualified
or eligible for typical work or loan opportunities, he would find no particu
lar interest in investigating these avenues for college entrance. Further-
more, when one considers that the average community college student is
in his mid twenties, it is at once apparent how restricted the traditional
efforts at recruitment actually are (Roueche and Kirk, 1973).

Colleges which are attracting large numbers of new students are doing
so through a variety of exciting strategies. The excitement is created by
the use of "new" recruitment personnel and "new" recruiting procedures.
Recruitment of high risk students, since 1971, has continued to increase.
Davis (1975) reported 66 percent of all colleges were involved in some kind
of recruitment effort Cross (1976) found that 64 percent of the community
colleges, in 1970, were recruiting nontraditional students and, in 1974,
82 percent A recent national survey found that 89 percent of the com
munity colleges were recruiting nontraditional students through local
newspapers, and 60 percent of the senior colleges were recruiting through
blanket mailouts to high school seniors. Other popular recruitment
methods included (1) radio advertisements, (2) solicitation of local
agencies, ('I) television advert;sernents, (4) high school visitations,
(5) career days and campus open house, (6) booths at shopping malls,
(71 booths at local fairs, (8) personal telephone calls, (9) college relation
committees visiting high schools, military bases, prisons, and homes
(101 special projects such as "re-entry," "students older-than-average,"
and the use of mobil v ans (Roueche and Snow, 1977). Cross (1976) found
that between 1970 and 1974 visits to high schools and disadvantaged
areas were up 8 percent, work with community agencies and leaders was
up 15 percent; the use of students to h...Ap in recruiting was up 9 percent
(Cross, 1976, p. 236).

It is obvious that potential students have developed expectations of
colleges bas °d on the public images of those institutions. Obviously,
community colleges more easily attract high-risk students inasmuch as
the social stereotype of these colleges is that they are smaller, more
personal and academically less rigorous, and that they provide more
opportunity for a true second chance. The social stereotype of senior
colleges, however, is that they are mure prestigious and more difficult to
enter A college's image is always susceptible to change, but a strong
open door policy that has been steadfastly enforced, that allows any stu-
dent to enter and meet %, ith a reasonable degree of success, is a most
effective recruiting tool for those institutions wishing to enroll the non-
traditional student.

A recent survey reveals that senior and community colleges attracting
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large proportions of high-risk students rely heavily on their favorable
public images to attract these students. Indeed, they go to extra lengths to
improve these images. Illustrative of this finding is that senior colleges
which are most successful with new students report using a greater
variety of methods than their successful community college counterparts
(Ruueche and Snow, 1977). The task of uv ercoming pour public images is a
challenging task for senior institutions try ing to attract new students
Recent publicity armed at pour management, irrelevancy of programs,
and lack of public accountability hav e created a particularly difficult job
for many colleges.

A workable recruitment technique can be implemented when colleges
recognize the power of students talking to students. Students are par
tic ularly interested in their chances of success, and while many colleges
utilize staff professionals to convey their messages, peers may' be more
convincing. Many colleges are reporting that they use recruitment teams

teams made up of professionals and students. The institutions feel that
the team more accurately reflects the college's personality than would a
strictly professional group. It has been discovered that as these students
ask tough questions, they are looking for v ery honest answers, and those
students NS hi, know the ropes are closer to the issues and can speak more
honestly from their own personal experiences.

Recruitment can be a v table institutional change agent as prospective
student concerns are convey ed to the rec ruiters. The recruiters ,:an either
give some superficial responses to these questions, they can effect some
honest inquiry, or he can Lome up with some facts. It is indeed obvious
that recruiters need open lines of communication with their colleagues
and with their administrators who can supply the answers to these
questions. It is such dialogue between college constituents, recruiters.
instructors, and administrators that can help clarify some institutional
goals. Recruitment, as seen from this perspective, would serve both a
public relations rind a needs assessment effort. It is through the recruit
ment process that public and institutional needs could be identified.

A word at this point about the general nature of recruiters is appro
prude. There is d need to employ minority recruiters to recruit minority
students. Yet, the use of student recruiters, no matter what their ethnic
background, is very effective. These recruiters could visit public places
and meet prospective nontraditional students. Fur example, El Centro
College in Dallas uses a mobil Ni an, the an goes to all parts of the city,
and the rec ruiters employ the v an as a luunseling, inter% iew ing, question
asking, recruiting location. The v an is parked in neighborhood or school
areas, and potential students are interview ed cRouech and Kirk, 973). In
tact, similar recruiting techniques are in force with other community col
leges as their student rec ruiters make dour -to -dour v isits (Spencer, 1972).

There hav e been other less generally applic, le experiments in the
recruiting area, for example, starter classes in disadv antaged areas have
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been instituted These classes are efforts to get individuals accustomed to
going to school, setting up means of transpurtatiun, helping make some
solid vocational decisions and aligning these decisions with appropriate
college courses.

Thus, recruitment is not a passive activity. It needs serious planning
and strong support The types of student recruitment and the financial
support given it are on the increase. The numbers of institutions report-
ing varied recruitment activities emphasize that no one, two, or three
recruitment techniques are most popular. In fact, the techniques need to
be as diverse as is the student population.

There is at least one common factor important to all recruitment pro-
cesses, however The dissemination of recruitment materials is a common
recruitment activity, the content of those materials is of particular
importance On the one hand, the recruitment materials must be read-
able, the readability level for nontraditional students is somewhere
around the seventh grade Therefore, in order for the written matenals to
be of any use, the student must be able to read them. The development of
these materials must be done with particular ideas in mind. ti) that the
information available in thest materials should have some relevance to
the student (i e., she 'he should envision some immediate payoff from
enrollment in college cours,.$), k2) the materials should attack honestly
many of the t onceptions these nontraditional students might hold about
entering college (i.e., difficulty of the registration process, fear of being
turned away, problems with transportation, concerns with financial
support, and opportunities for job placement upon completion).

The work of the recruiter can be most quickly and effectively destroyed
if the nontraditional student undertakes to apply for admission to the
institution and finds that the good news he heard on the outside is not so
good once he enters the institution. If he finds personnel generally unac-
cepting and requirements for registration complicated and time-
consuming, he most likely will place less value on the words of the
recruiter or the advice of his own personal contact and choose not to
continue the admissions process at all.

Admission
Obviously, responding to the beginning student is a complex task on

the part of the college. Applications Dir admission are processed in van-
ous ways in different colleges and universities. Registration methods
vary from a first come, first serve basis to very intricate reservation
systems Generally, registration at any college is likely charactenzed by
change, at some institutions, every semester ur every year brings an
addition to or deletion from the registration process. Tu this organiza-
tional complexity the ingredient of the ill prepared student is added.

The college should place as few barriers in the path of the nontradi-
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tional student as possible. In other words, the college should require only
that information that meets the requirements of its bookkeeping system;
that is, it should require only names, social security numbers, and what-
ever demographic data might be necessary. Whatever test information,
whether a one-test analysis or multi-battery of tests, should be strictly the
decision of the particular receiving institution. The nontraditional
student views, with a considerable amount of suspicion and concern, any
attempts to retrieve vast amounts of information. Often, he suspects that
the information itself is merely a way of gaining evidence that he should
not attend the institution at all. Therefore, the more efforts the institution
might make to allay these fears and suspicions, the better. Thus, it is a
recommendation that only the barest bookkeepin,-* 'nformation ought to
be required of the student. Every institution must consider the possibility
that the nontraditional student will place not nearly the value upon the
information the institution is attempting to retrieve as the institution
might place upon it. In effect, the admissions process should be kept to a
bare-bones procedure.

Diagnosis
"The heart of developmental education is accurate diagnosis of the stu-

dent's learning problem in order to ameliorate the disparity between his
current level of knowledge and performance and the desired level of
achievement" (Moore, New Directions, 1976, p. 60). Diagnosis is at the
heart of eventual success of the nontraditional student. It has been dis-
covered that the high-risk student is most often identified as such by
community colleges, and senior colleges rarely label their students; we
might expect this finding, as more high-risk students attend community
colleges because of the open-door admissions policy than attend
senior colleges. It has been the role of the community college to identify
these students and provide for them meaningful educational experiences
To do so is to make good on the promise of the open door. Without well-
designed programs, colleges are better off not to recruit and admit such
students. Four-year colleges now attempting to serve high-risk students
should find these comments equally appropriate and useful

Successful developmental studies programs are identifying their stu-
dents in a variety of ways. Sacramento City College in California uses
admissions counselors as their recognition agents. Often these successful
colleges rely heavily on self-concept and personality tests, in addition to
the various achievement tests. Other institutions, such as Salt Lake City
College, put much emphasis on self-concept and personality assessment
but cite testing and consideration of the student's previous education
record as their primary means of identification.

There appear to be no consistent identification patterns, however, be-
tween successful and unsuccessful two and four -year colleges (Roueche
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and Snow, 1977) There are trends, however, which are indicating some
differences in practice For instance, most often successful programs are
found combining testing w ith counseling to identify their students. Many
colleges were indicating that a multitude of factors, with achievement
and aptitude tests, are used in considering both placement and diagnosis.
It was, however, programs with high student retention and completion
that less often utilized students' pre% ious educational records, teacher
referral, and self referrals than did their less successful counterparts.
This might indicate that students in these colleges are not j udged solely
on past performance, but rather they are assessed on their current skill
profiles Apparently, testing is being used more for diagnostic than for
placement purposes as there are reports of frequent use of battery testing
as opposed to single testing.

El Centro College in Dallas is using a self-assessment method that has
worked particularly well. The self assessment instrument is, very simply,
a compilation of points assigned to the student's entry test scores and
high school grades, as well as to responses to questions of individual
reading and study habits. The student makes his own assessment of his
potential chances for collegiate success as he totals his score and consults
statistics reflecting past student performance. On the basis of his score
and its position within these statistics, the student assesses his chances
for success in his chosen classes. El Centro has found that more often
than not the student makes, on his own, as solid and honest a response
and therefore, selection of courses as he would had he dealt strictly with a
counselor The real benefit to this method is the student's making his own
decision, thus assigning ownership to the choice.

What tests are the best programs using? Both two- and four-year
colleges are found often to use the Stanford Achievement Test, some form
of a self- concept instrument, and a locally-designed test. In fact, it is
important to note that a recent study found not one unsuccessful com
munity college program using any self concept scale tRoueche and Snow,
19771 It is obvious, therefore, that there is a recognized, inextncable
relationship between self concept de% elupment and academic achieve-
ment.

For self concept assessment, the Nowicki-Strickland Locus of Control
Scale, the Tennessee Self Concept Test and the Spielberger Anxiety Scale
have been used extensively in pre-post evaluation of the impact of staff,
program, and college upon the student. Pre-test scores on these scales can
he used to indicate some counseling and instructional intervention that
might be needed; the post test can be used to measure changes for the
evaluation of program components or the overall program impact on
students It should be noted that self-concept and personality scales
should not be used as "achievement" tests. Self-concept, moreover,
should be viewed in the context of such factors as value orientation, age,
expressed objectives, and sub-culture. An important observation is that
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of the unique way in which personality factors and academic ability seem
to interact to produce student success.

Virginia State College is a senior college which has a successful pro-
gram that emphasizes academic skill assessment. The college reports
good results with diagnostic assessment based on the student's previous
educational records. Thus, it appears that there are no ironclad rules for
colleges to follow in diagnostic procedures, however, there do appear to
be some statistical and commonsense trends.

A recent study discovered that community colleges primarily use
testing and counseling to place or to advise students about developmental
courses or programs; they use the students' previous records least. Senior
colleges use testing as their primary tool, and counseling is one of their
least-used methods. To contrast community colleges and senior colleges
at this point would be to admit that perhaps community colleges are
becoming wary of the validity of records in the type-casting of a student,
and perhaps the senior colleges are relying more upon objective criteria
in their advisement process. Interestingly enough, however, as enroll-
ment increases occur on both senior and community college campuses,
we might expect that colleges will go more and more :) the use of indirect
mechanical processes and place less importance or particular time
priority upon person-to-person processes (Roueche and Snow, 1977)

Diagnostic testing assessment services are on the increase as
community colleges offer these services in 83 percent of the colleges, and
senior colleges provide diagnostic assessment in 68 percent of their
institutions. In Davis' 1971 study of all colleges, approximately 50
percent of the colleges provided some assessment of student learning
difficulty; today there are more than 75 percent providing this service
(Roueche and Snow, 1977).

It has been discovered that community colleges design more of their
own tests and use a far greater proportion of these locally-designed tests
and diagnosis than do senior colleges. Indeed, in many community
colleges this is the pnmary testing instrument. Senior colleges assess
the SAT as their favorite diagnostic, placement instrument The most
commonly used test with all community and senior colleges is,
apparently, the Nelson Denny Reading Test (Roueche and Snow, 1977)
A list of diagnostic/ placement tests most commonly used in two-year
colleges would include (by order of institutionally-designated importance)
these tests: locally designed tests, other, Nelson Denny Reading, ACT,
SAT, a self-concept test, a personality test, Nelson Reading, Stanford
Achievement. The most frequently used diagnostic/placement tests in
four-year colleges (by order of importance) are: SAT, ACT, locally-
designed tests, Nelson Denny Reading, other, a personality test, a self-
concept test, the Stanford Achievement, Nelson Reading. There are other
tests commonly used by colleges. That list would include such tests as
McGraw-Hill Series, Comparative Guidance and Placement Test, Cali-
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fornia Achievement Test, and Iowa Test of Basic Skills. There are a
variety of English, reading and writing tests as well as interest tests
included in this group. Again, it is important to note the battery testing as
opposed to unitary testing is apparently in vogue and that self-concept
tests are most often used where successful programs are in existence
(Roueche and Snow, 1977).

Placement
Placement of students in des elopmental studies programs, thus, comes

from a variety of diagnostic processes and techniques. Some placement
activities are heavily grounded in self-assessment packages in combina-
tion with locally designed or widely used tests. It is interesting to note
that in 1076, Cross discovered from her survey of two-year colleges that
between 1970 and 197-1, 20 percent less colleges were requinng their
students to enter their remedial courses. In effect, the student is allowed
some responsibility for making his decision about potential college
success It is important here, }limes er, that we consider the amount of
assistance and direction the student receives at the time the placement
decisions are being made. If the students who are typically non-
traditional students are allowed to make decisions out uf some unrealistic
or failure bound attitudes, then w e could expect little of their performance
if they continue along traditional college-level avenues. Obviously, the
more information given a student about his abilities, solidly-placed in a
backdrop of recorded information of patterns characterizing the
student's choices in previous years, the more chances that he will make
a wise decision for himself. It is, then, that the controversy over the
advantages and disach an tages of requiring remedial courses to be taken
by the student actually hinges upon one prime consideration that
the student truly places some value upon his choice.

Criteria: Determination of Program and
Course Content

Perhaps the most important criteria to consider in planning program
and course content for des elopmental studies programs is the criteria of
relevancy Unfortunately, the term relevance has become almost a
meaningless term when it is used in higher education. However, it is
most important that the curriculum be designed around the interest of
the students if indeed those students are to overcome the negative
feelings and the attitudes that must of them bring to a community college.
Unfortunately, college curricula most often is determined more by tradi-
tion than by the current student or societal needs tRoueche and Kirk,
197:D.
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Those students who would normally attend college consider the
traditional curriculum offerings simply part of their expectations about
the college environment. However, as new developmental studies
students are coming into community colleges, they must see some real
relationship between what they are asked to du and what they consider
the end result of that request to be. In other words, they need to see some
payoff for the efforts that they are making. It is, therefore, that the
curriculum of any course that has been dictated strictly by tradition
will make litt sense to the low-achieving student. Their higher
education needs are very practical ones they need to look for a job,
they need to produce some income, and they need to see some of the
benefits that college is said to bring in the form of the better life. Their
personal goals must somehow be reflected in the program offering It is,
therefore, most important that with each learning experience the student
must ascertain that indeed he is getting closer to reaching his goal
(Spencer, 1972).

In effect, criteria determining program and course content should be
related directly to that which the institution expects of the student upon
his completion of the program. Generally, students will be expected to
enter their course choices upon completion of the program and to
complete those subsequent courses successfully. It is, then, that
instructors and administrators of developmental studies programs
should interact with those whose job it will be to serve the nontraditional
student once he has completed his developmental education, The criteria
will be the result of information gained from this interaction.

Programs designed along the guidelines of such criteria will
undoubtedly have a positive effect upon the students' efforts in that
course. The major concomitant of the criteria is that the student must
see relevancy and payoff. The payoff, as he envisions it, should be both
immediate and lung-term. And one major consideration is that of giving
credit for developmental studies programs. Obviously, the dev elupmen tal
student's interests in a developmental program anr'_ his commitment
to doing well in that program is greatly enhanced v hen he is earning
credit fur his efforts. Credit is not a difficult reward to give to allow a
student to feel some achievement in a given task. Research provides
evidence that the practice of giv ing credit has shown to provide improve
ment in student motivation and attitude (Ruueche and Kirk, 1973)

Awarding students credit IS a way that a college has of legitimizing its
redemptive action. Funding patterns du vary from state to state, but a
recent sandy found no states failing to legitimize developmental courses,
such a; remedial English ur math aloueche and Snow, 1977). The same
study discovered that over half of the community colleges and nearly
4u percent of the senior colleges were granting degree credit for dev elop
mental courses, with almost all granting some form of institutional
credit (Roueche and Snow, 1977).
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As indicated earlier, the trend appears to be a progressive une toward
credit in both community and senior colleges. In fact, those colleges,
both senior and community, reporting success with the high-risk or
nontraditional student more often offer both institutional credit and
credit towards the transfer of their developmental courses than do their
less successful counterparts. For the most part, they offer full-term,
credit courses which are transferable to the regular curnculum. In this
manner the developmental courses are merely une facet of a well-
conceptualized curriculum.

Nontraditional students who are dealing with personal and pre-
dominant failure identities should be given the incentive for academic
work through the provision of credit, no less than should the
academically successful students. The argument too often is the
criticism that providing credit for below-cullegelevel work would
cheapen the eventual degree ur would lower standards. Indeed, if all
students graduated from secondary school with a strong degree of
academic proficiency, then perhaps the controversy about "standards"
would be a solid one. However, the "standards" issue should be
reassessed, and the real issue should be "where we would like to find
ourselves at the cad of the educational process." Indeed, the end result
should he an indiv idual vv hu can make it in the job market as well as in his
personal life, It is them' Ntandardy that we should most strongly
develop and uphold.

Developmental studies programs are characterized pnmanly as full-
term endeav ors In fact, more successful programs are characterized as
those lasting a full year or more. For example, Tarrant County
Community College (Texas), South Campus, is an example of the kind of
programming design to provide a full year's work. This program is
designed as an interdisciplinary curriculum, it is aimed at creating a
Vk I irkable learning env irunment. Those students completing basic studies
at Tarrant County and going un to earn the A. A. degree are taking
advantage of articulation agreements between Tarrant County and
major universities to transfer full credit for the developmental courses
taken at Tarrant County.

As was mentioned previously, developmental studies programs are
found to be of several different program designs. Most are interdisci-
plinary with instructors remaining in their own divisions and teaching
developmental courses within those divisions. Others are non-
interdisciplinary, in that they are complete within themselves, they are,
in effect, separate divisions. As stated earlier, it is the separate division
concept that is most often cited as the most valuable tool for dealing
with the nontraditional student.
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Instruction

As program designs are varied, so are instructional activities within
these designs. Researchers are observing that course structure can be
placed anywhere on a broad continuum from a very traditional class
effort to a selfpaced mode of instruction. Although the instructional
patterns of the developmental program are varied, there are several
overnding factors which should be included in every decision as to the
instructional patterning. Roueche calls the outstanding factor to be
considered one of "creating an environment for learning." (Roueche,
1976). In other words, the student should feel that the environment in
which he is to work is one that is responsive to him and designed for his
success. He must expect several things to occur and find them to be so

(1) He must feel that his instructor is in his corner.
(2) He must feel that the person in charge of the classroom

activity and the dispensing of skill information is one
whose primary job is to take whatever steps necessary to
meet his present capabilities.

Because students come to community colleges with a variety of abilities
knowledge levels, and perceptions, they may expect to fail. They have
tailed in the past and this experience will create an expectancy to do so
again. Therefore, part of the instructor's efforts should be to create an
environment in which the student can experience success. Another factor
to be considered, one that is inclusive in this environment for learning,
is that of allowing the student to know what is expected of him in very
realistic terms.

(,i) He should have as clear a picture of his task on a dayby
day, monthby-month basis as is possible.

(4) He should be told and explained the relevancy of what he is
doing.

(6) He should be informed as to how he will be evaluated for his
efforts,

(6) Most importantly, he should be carefully guided in his day-
by-day activities.

Successful developmental programs are those which help create a good
learning environment by outlining for the student what the expectations
of his achievements are. These programs have well-defined, written goals
and objectives for the course work. The criteria used to decide what these
measurable goals and objectives are have been the results of consultation
with others who have articulated those skills the student must master
before he can successfully complete any subsequent work. Another factor
in the environment they have created is that the student recognizes that
he will be allowed time, = -n important variable, to reach the stated goals
and objectives. In effect, he is not going to be penalized for the level
at which he enters the course, rather, there will be instructional strategies
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and techniques available that have been designed to address the needs
that he brings with him. He, therefore, will envision his chances for
success to be real ones.

Moore observes that classroom management skills contribute to an
increase in student learning for the nontraditional student. He writes of
several of these skills in describing what he considers to be important
climates for learning.

One of the skills is creating a climate fur clarity. This term is used to
suggest that as long as the student understands what is being talked
about. is able to set some parameters and facilitate communication about
the course work, and is able to work from an agreed -upon base, he will be
more at ease with course work.

Another skill Moore mentions is that of the teacher establishing a
climate of inquiry In effect he is suggesting that the instructor teach the
slow achiever to ask good questions, assuring him that good question-
asking is as good and as important as good question answering. With the
encouragement to ask questions comes the instructor's responsibility
to be a willing respondent and a patient answerer.

Another skill on the part of the instructor is one of developing a climate
of competence This skill Moore defines as the instructor's being able to
teach his student the skills necessary to be successful in his particular
course and in subsequent courses, and that through the acquisition of
these skills, the student will become more confident about his ability to
do academic work.

Another skill Moore mentions is that of the instructor's providing a
climate of instructional altcrnatit es. He is expected to provide various
formats for individual students, thereby offering them numerous
instructional frameworks for the teaching-learning process.

Moore goes on to discuss a climate of continuity and a climate of
balance On the one hand, he sees a systematic group of educational
experiences which hal, e been organized in a sequential order that would
enhance the student's understanding of the skills that he is attempting
to learn On the other, he mentions that how fast the student makes
progress is not the important issue, but rather that he is able to make
significant, meaningful progress, that he clearly understands one
concept before he moves on to the next (Moore, New Directions, 1976,
pp. 65-68).

Roueche notes that teaching of effectiveness is probably the single
most important factor in the entire dev elupmental program. For example,
traditional approaches to teaching nontraditional students have been
dramatically unsuccessful, therefore, teaching techniques based upon
mere listening and reading efforts will not work, and instructional design
must start with this recognition (Roueche and Kirk, 1973).

It is then, that individualized instruction offers major benefits to
nontraditional students. It outlines objectives and the reasons why
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students should be learning the content involved in these objectives;
the student is informed as to where the program in which he is involved
will lead him. In effect, individualized instruction is not a particular
methodological technique, rather, it is an attempt to incorporate a variety
of teaching approaches that will permit students variable time patterns
and allow them to proceed at their own rates. In essence, individualized
instruction deals with where tht student is and what the individual
learning needs of each student are. I: the individualized instruction
comes in the form of individual packages, then students can proceed at
their own speed in sequential fashion to individual assignments with
specific directions and with coordinated presentations using various
forms of teaching-learning methods.

Basically, the learning packages and individualized instruction
methods are based upon the theory that different teaching learning
strategies should be available for students' selection. Cross mentions and
describes in detail several of the efforts to individualize instruction,
She outlines the basic essentials of programmed instruction a
procedure losing some credibility in recent years as an effective tool
because it requires a good deal of self starting and ability to persevere
with a learning task. She also looks at computer assisted instruction,
modules, audio-tutorial processes, and personalized system of
instruction. She underscores the belief in the concepts of mastery
learning. She, along with other specialists in developmental education,
regards Bloom's Learning fur Mastery to be the basis for all efforts at the
individualization of instruction. Cross admits that "diversity is a to be-
prized value in education, especially with our inadequate knowledge
about the learning process" (Cross, 1976, p. 110).

Bloom states that it is possible for 95 percent of the students, given
sufficient time and appropriate types of help, to master any content
area. Mastery learning holds achievement levels constant but varies
the time frame. Critics of the flexible time frame concept base their
concerns upon fear that "standards" are lowered when this concept is
implemented (Bloom, 19711. Yet mastery learning is the effort to cause
student learning, and if indeed student learning is to be the major
outcome of the educational process, then educators would be hard put to
attack the process un the grounds that "standards" would suffer.

The hypothesis of mastery learning is linked very closely to the
systematic design of instruction. Moore, Cross, and Roueche have
touched upon systematic instruction as being very closely identified
with the term, individualized instruction. Cross points out that "all
methods of individualized education begin with fiN e basic principles that
are widely accepted today as essential ingredients for effective learning"
(Cross, 1976, p. 52). These five basic principles are:

(1) The learner is active rather than passive;
(2) The goals of learning must be clearly stated to the learner;
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(3) Small learning units are sequential;
(4) Feedback and evaluation are an essential part of learning

and course revision;
(5) Provision for different rates of learning is provided

through selfpacing.
These five elements incorporated into instruction du improve students'

grades, they do increase a student's sense of personal control over what
happens to him, they do affect his motivation to achieve, they do affect
his acquisition of academic skills, and they du affect his self-esteem and
his persistence in the academic en irunment (Roueche and Mink, 1974).

If time is the variable, then attaining mastery restudying
unmastered objectives, and re taking the evaluative tests is merely a
matter of reasonable length of time. If progress is truly being made, the
student is experiencing success, it is then up to the student and to the
instructor to determine a reasonable amount of time that ought to be
devoted to that mastery effort.

A recent study looks carefully at de elupmental instructional practices.
More than 80 percent of the community colleges involved in the study
distributed learning goals and objecti es to their students, they provided
pre testing and individualized materials, and they allowed more than one
term to attain mastery. More than 75 percent created their tests, or
evaluative procedures, from written objectives that had previously been
shared with the student. Almost 70 percent used a variety of assessment
methods, rather than a uni assessment procedure. Community colleges,
more than did senior colleges, employed the systems approach to a
greater extent Perhaps the trend toward this instructional approach is
on the advance in the senior colleges, as they are only presently begin-
ning to change many of their instructional practices (Roueche and
Snow, 1977).

Student feedback, of a continuous nature, is important in the
evaluation of both teaching techniques and strategy. It is obvious that
those most affected by classroom efforts should be consulted as to their
outcomes Such evaluation can be undertaken in a variety of ways. A very
cnmmnn approach is to simply ask the questions. Often the question can
be phrased in such a way that the student will receive some help in
targeting his answers. Thus, the instructor must give some direction to
the questions asked in order to obtain the type of information that would
he most useful For example, she might ask the student if there is
anything she does that particularly turns him off, or she might ask what
classroom activities the student values the must, or she might suggest
that the student tell her about a particularly good experience he has had
in her course The ways of getting information are many, however, the
question should be asked forthrightly, honestly, and the responses
should be anonymous ones In fact, the instructor should go out of her way
to relieve the student of any concern about the quality, the direction, or
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the attitudes reflected in his answers. The instructor should obviously
place clear importance upon the value she perceives in honest, direct
answers to questions. More importantly, the student should realize
that his answers have, indeed, made a difference. If no change occurs
or if nu response is e% er made to some attitudes that have been expressed,
the word will quickly spread that little or no value is placed upon the
evaluation process at all, and that the exercise is one of futility.

Students' ev aluatiun, from the instructor's puint of N iew, should be
made un several levels. If ubjectiv es are dearly stated and if a% enues by
which mastery can be accomplished are available, then the instructur's
ubsery anon of the student and his efforts should be the best indication
of the student's success ur lack of it. Students should be given every
available avenue fur meeting the standards of the objectives, he should
be apprised of the content ov er v%hich he is being tested, and he should be
informed immediately as to the results of the instructur's evaluation of
his work. Evaluation uf d students classruum effurts and success with
content and concepts for mastery should be made in a N ariety of ways.
Inasmuch as students learn in different ways, nu one ev aluatiun effort
Should be applicable tu all students. An instructor should implement a
varied array of testing evaluating procedures by which tu determine
mastery of course content. It is, however, important to puint out to a
student that traditional testing methods will very often be a part uf his
continuing education. It is, thereafter, honest tu cunfrunt the student w ith
some of the realities for NN,hich he must de' elup skill and pruv ide practice
experiences for them.

Finally, the grading practices in any developmental studies prugram
should be such that the studu t can be rewarded for those effurts he
makes. but any failure that he experiences should nut be held against
him. In other words, grades shuuld be nun punitive. They shuuld reflect
va passing level uf work only, and if the student is not presenting work
that is of a passable nature, according tu previously agreed upon
standards said ()Weal% es, then the grades he receiv es should reflect the
instructor's cmure importantly, the institution's) willingness tu alluw
for more time to achiev e a passable lev el. Examples of such nun pun i tiv e
grading practices are evident in developmental programs at community
colleges and senior colleges. Examples of such grading sy stems generally
include ths. grades of A, B, C, I (Incumplete), ur P (Prugress). The P grade
is in use at numerous institutions, it reflects student effurt. it says that
the student progressed at his own speed and is making progress, and it
implies that the student should either re enroll ur should continue along
in some institutiunally decided manner in the same course. Thus, the P is
a holding- process %%hereby the student is not penalized for his inability
tu -keep up." He is allowed extra time. It is indeed the institution's
commitment to the concept that achiev ement of content is possible if the
time variable is a flexible one.
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Therefore, negative reinforcement in terms of inflexible time frames
and punitive grades has done much to contribute to the nontraditional
student's lack of success in a community college. A reduction in
standards is not a suggestion here, rather, we are suggesting that
students should be given credit for achievement. They should be allowed
sufficient time (as much as is necessary) to accomplish whatever learning
tasks are set before them and receive credit only after the minimum
requirements of these learning tasks have been achieved. If they do not
achieve the minimum requirements set forth in the course objectives, they
are receiving nothing, therefore, there is no need to further discredit them
by awarding them an F and reinforcing their failure pattern. In the
survey of community colleges, Cross observed that in 1970, 27 percent
and in 1974, 39 percent had established nun-punitive grading, e.g., Pass-
No Pass (Cross, 1976, p. 237). Several h y- league colleges have done away
with failing grades, and it is understandable that community colleges
can follow in good stead.

Any c iscussion of the instructional patterns of a developmental class-
room must consider the group receiving that instruction, specifically,
considerations as to class size and the resultant teaching techniques that
must be employed There is a definite lack of any conclusive experimental
support that student achievement in small classes :, superior to that in
large classes (McKeachie, 1952). In fact, there are recent investigations
reporting that large classes were about equal to smaller ones when the
course content was the only variable, however, the larger classes were
inferior in achieving other objectives (Roueche and Snow, 1977). There
are several experimental studies which have indicated that students
have more positive attitudes toward the attainment of the course
objectives when the classes were small than when they were large (if
these students were developmental students) (Zucker, 1966). Cross
suggests that many community colleges have begun to capitalize on this
phenomenon, as her surrey results showed that between 197U and 1974
an increase of from 58 percent to 72 percent of community colleges had
designed remedial classes that were smaller than regular classes.

Indeed, it makes good sense that a smaller class would benefit from the
rinse supervision provided under those circumstances, however, with
effective teaching strategies, a seemingly impossible task of managing
a large group of developmental students can be effective. There are
several basic premises and certain considerations to be made as to
teaching learning strategies, however, when class size is a factor. One
consideration would be the positive effect of classroom discussion when
the instructor overcomes the usual tendency to discuss with only a few
of the students. Discussion w hich is characterized by much student
participation, an accepting attitude on the part of the instructor, a lack
of excessive direction by the instructor, and much discussion of ideas
related to personal experiences is a particularly effective teaching
strategy (Zucker, 1966).
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Another strategy, the use of audio visual materials, is a significant
factor in building positive student attitudes toward learning if it is
combined with immediate flashback for those students. It is, then, that a
strong consideration of the creation of supportive learning environment
is of the foremost importance. It is with an open mind and a flexible
imagination that successful programs are born. The creation of this
climate for learning should be number one on the priority list for the
design of any developmental studies program, and a strong look at the
factors mentioned as good building blocks for that climate's foundation
are recommended.

Understandably, no matter what provisions are made as to instruc-
tional practices and grading procedures, there is a dramatic need for
continued revision a,id evaluation of the processes and procedures used
to deal with the no raditional student. Even in the best of developmental
studies programs istructurs are continually finding new and varied
ways to attack learning problems. Su little is known about the learning
process and how students learn at all, that continual reassessment of
where the developmental studies program is (in terms of the evaluation
criteria) is a given. This revision and evaluation should be broad based
with all those on both the recei ing and the decision making end involved

i.e., students, instructors, and administrators.

Support Services
Counseling

Creating a supportive, positive climate environment for learning
is an institution's major concern. It cannot be underestimated that
teaching effectiveness and a student's association with the support
services offered by the institution are related. Counselors, who are often
a student's initial contacts with the college, are effective facilitators of
a canng communication process between the students and the
instructors who will teach them.

Recent indications are that counselors are beginning to perform
several new roles in today's colleges. They serve such purposeful
funtions as consulting rather than counseling, and teaching or training,
rather than merely dispensing data about courses and grading policies
In effect, counselors can be instrumental in faculty and staff develop-
ment efforts. they can share their know ledge about personal interactions
and that interaction's effectiveness with students whose self concepts
are not those of the traditionally more successful students. The surveys
found that more than 50 percent of the time, community college
counselors are attached to developmental courses, and in senior
colleges more than 30 percent are working strictly with developmental
courses (Roueche and Snow, 1977). In both the senior and community
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colleges, the counselor's role, when it was directly attached to the
developmental courses, was significantly associated with a high degree
of successful performance by the students in those courses.

It is, then, in institutions with counselors attached directly to the
developmental studies program that the high-risk student appears to
benefit the most In fact, the developmental counselors have certain
characteristics that are recognizable features of success. These char-
acteristics are in the areas of special training for the development of the
potential of these high risk students, their selection on the basis of
competency criteria, and in the effective teaching of human development
(Roueche and Snow, 1977), Counselors in community colleges were found
to teach and to consult, on the av erage, more than did their senior college
counterparts Cross observed, in her national survey of community
colleges, that 57 percent of the community colleges were employing
teacher counselors in 1974 as opposed to 36 percent in 1970 (Cross,
1976, p. 237).

Thus, it is found that the counseling staffs are diverse in organizational
structure, with heavy loading toward attachment in a full-time capacity
to the developmental division or department. It has also been noted,
however, that even the regular institutional counselors, those not
assigned to developmental courses, have essentially the same impact
profiles as the developmental counselors if they are especially trained
and selected and have become involved in their new rules with the high-
risk student (Roueche and Snow, 1977).

Peer counselors have been a recent development. These counselors are
students, many having been developmental or regular institutional
counselors The counseling techniques of the trainees are then carefully
observed and evaluated by the counselors as they go into the institution-
at large to deal with developmental studies stun* nts in particular and
with the general student population. Peer counselors are, obviously,
effective promoters of a student's painless entrance into college routine
and or between developmental studies courses and those in t'-ie regular
college curriculum Obviously, the impact is more dramatic and thus
more successful when those peer counselors are former developmental
students.

Roueche observed that "counseling is likely to be most effective and
best regarded by students when the perceived purpose of such activity is
personhuod development" tRuueche and Kirk, 1973, p. 74). Students who
who have behind them y ears of academic failure and frustration are not
easily led into believing that they can succeed. Those students who work
at replacing a predominant "failure identity" with a predominant
"success identity" are making a great commitment to themselves. They
need much support in this endeav or, and recent studies are upholding the
belief that intervention in the educational process with counseling and
teaching strategies which promote an improved self-concept is
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dramatically effective. Successful programs generally provide some
focus on the persunhuud of each student. The attempt to develop stronger
self. concepts deal with three basic behaviors. the ability to recognize
and appreciate their own unique talents and abilities, the ability to
establish meaningful and lasting human relationships, and the ability
to perceive themselves as worthy and valuable human beings (Ruueche
and Kirk, 1973).

The term used to describe the successful individuals completing self
concept improvement strategies is ,self- directed. These self-directed
individuals, as a result of strung self concept development procedures,
appear to gain confidence in their ability to succeed. It is obvious, by
observation and by experience, that those individuals who are able to
succeed on many le% els merely reinforce their belief that they can succeed
on many others. The pow er of experiencing success is great, the efforts to
impru% e self - concept are attempts to provide the heretofore "powerless"
student with a sense and an honest awareness that he dues indeed have
"power" over what happens to him.

The development of d pusiti% e self image self concept is effectively
carried out in small group discussions and in indi% idual interactions un a
one -to -one basis. The development process allows students some
opportunities to recognize that they are not the only students with pour
academic or social backgrounds. Human development, or self-concept,
course instructors are helping students relate with others in the p,ugram
as peers, and they help these students take positive steps by allowing
them to be involved in some group acceptance experiences. The
gatherings provide those instructors and the students with numerous
opportunities to reinforce each other, thereby de% eloping some acceptable
behaviors and pro% [ding some strung bases for encouraging more
acceptable behavior.

It is nut being suggested here that pusiti% e self-concept can be handed
to d student and that he will accept a new concept in no time at all. In
tact, there are those de% elopmental education specialists who would
suggest that too many % anables are at w urk to make a permanent, lasting
change in an inch% iduars basic self-concept. Howe% er, this % iew appears
to provide a negati% e stance toward persunhuud development and does
nut take into consideration the strung research data which would
indicate that such self-concept development efforts have been effective in
many institutions. The underly mg, indeed the most important, factor in
the consideration of self-concept development is that orsuccess breeding
S uccess.

In effect, the task of the de% elopmental studies programs and instruc
tors is to engineer such successful learning opportunities for all of its
high-risk students that they are pro% ided with frequent and honest
successful expenences. These experiences, then, are evaluated and
straightforwardly assigned some realistic value. These successes and
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their evaluation are even more strongly reinforced when the student is
provided means by which he can foster other successful experiences in
situations over which he presently acknowledges that he has little or no
control In other words, the role of thedev elupmental studies instructor is
to provide the student with means for continuing to build toward a
positive self concept inasmuch as he provides him with an awareness of
some "coping" skills skills which allow him to move from his more or
less protected environment in the developmental learning situation to the
"real world Early studies indicated that the real difficulty for most
developmental studies students was in the transition process from
developmental studies programs into the regular college mainstream
and so it remains today! But it is with these coping skills and their
practice that some of the transition problems might be alleviated or
avoided altogether.

It is in a strengthening of the self-concept that a student can learn to
make it on his own And one of the important factors in "making it on his
own" is that of his willingness to look more realistically at goals he has
chosen for himself and accept a possible alternative to his onginal life
plan Once a student feels good about himself, he can accept more easily
that there are indeed some limitations upon his future plan, but he can
envision some other more successful plan and can make efforts to follow
it.

Instructional Assistance
In addition to counseling, the student should have the combined efforts

of another group of personnel learning assistance specialists
to supply instructional assistance outside of the classroom. It is always
understood that instructors are available to their students for whatever
extra instructional assistance they rrk ght need after they have left the
classroom, however, this instructional assistance might best be described
as that occurring as an adjunct to the classroom experience.

Tutorial assistance in the form of peer tutors students hired in roles
in.ilar to those of peer counselors is a workable technique. The tutonal

assistance should also be available to general college students, however,
efforts should be made to pair former developmental students with
present ones if that pairing can be arranged. This is not to suggest that
peer tutoring is not effective unless the experiences are similar. It is to
indicate, however, that the past experiences of a similar nature will
greatly enhance whatever interaction might occur. It all depends, of
course, upon the perceiv ed attitude of that peer tutor towards any student
that would come to him for help. The ascertainment of these attitudes
would by necessity be at the discretion of the individual making the
hiring decisions A one to une relationship cannot be short-changed.
Most of us can remember when such a relationship was a necessity for our
success in a particular endeavor and how important an accepting
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attitude was on the part of the tutor. These tuturs can provide an inval-
uable support service and simultaneously offer ev idence that the institu-
tion is pledged to make good un its offer of educational opportunities no
matter what the needs.

The open -dour admissions policy has been an important factor in the
dev elupment of learning assistance centers. Generally, these centers act
as an extension of the classroom teacher in that they pro% ide alternate
ways of presenting the classroom material and provide more time to
master the content. The centers often offer short- and lung term courses
to students who are in need of remedial work ur who merely want to
improve upon their present performance (Devirian, et al, 1974).

Devinan, et al, observed that the primary distinguishing feature of
these learning assistance centers was their staffing procedures
(De% inan, et al, 1974). A general tendency is that the newer assistance
centers are generally employ ing part time professionals and parapro
fessionals un somewhat of a trial basis initially, and that the personnel
are increased to full time if the center appears to be a v iable institutional
alternative to pros iding extra assistance to all students. A recent study
discovered that seniur colleges surpassed community colleges in the
employment of paraprofessionals in that many colleges used more tran
:awry or intern-like- personnel than did the seniur colleges. It With found
that inner-city colleges in densely populated areas were providing more
staffing personnel within their centers, smaller colleges employed fewer
full-time administrators, teaching personnel, and counselors in their
centers (Roueche and Snow, 1977).

In summary, the relationships that are developed during the first
stages of the developmental studies programs are of paramount
importance, these relationships would include student to-student
contacts, student to counselor contacts, and student to instructor
contacts. Roueche and Kirk suggested:

...Spec IA tutorial and peer counseling to pro% irk reinforcement
and instructional help when the student needs it must ... open
laboratories w here any students can gu any time for assistance
in any subject area. (Roueche and Kirk, 1973, p. 91).

These experiences and the resultant relationships are enhanced if they
are c anted beyond the prugram or the semester, It is the incorporation of
developmental students as peer tutors ur peer counselors or recruiters for
the developmental program that, un the one hand, reinforces the pusitiv e
self -c )ncepts that these contacts have sought to develop and, un the other,
often brings life blood into the program,

Financial Aid
Another support sere ice to be offered the nontraditional student is one

of financial aid. Cross obser% ed in her national sur% ev results that "need"
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was used as a major criterion of eligibility for funds. It is often, however,
that need is defined too narrowly. An important consideration in the
decision as to "need" is one of the total college experience expense. In
effect, the entire cost of attending the college, including transportation,
tuition, books, food should be considered in the calculation of need
(Spencer, 1972) Cross found that in four years there had been an 11
percent increase in the amount of financial aid available to needy
students, regardless of their academic standing. In effect, 74 percent of
community colleges responding to her survey had aid available for
students even while they were on probation (Cross, 1976, p. 236). The
allocation of financial aid incentives is yet another strong indication to
the nontraditional student that the institution is serious about its
commitment to providing education for him.

A most important aspect, then, of the student's belief in the institu-
tion's good intentions is in that institution's willingness to disseminate
this financial aid information to all students, with particular attention
to those nontraditional students who might normally fail to make
inquiries or even imagine that their applications for financial aid would
be accepted in light of their past academic standing. The information
given to students should include the institution's policy on eligibility for
aid and where he might go to make application. A most important con-
sideration in the dissemination of any written materials is that the read-
ability level be determined in order that students who read poorly will not
1w placed at a disadvantage early on. An institution should, furthermore,
provide assistance to that student as he applies for aid assistance in
the form of personally facilitating completion of the application's written
requirements Above all, the student should feel that he is getting honest
appraisal of his chances for receiving financial aid and that the
institution supported his efforts to make such a request.

A common technique within successful developmental programs is in
the recruitment process as it applies to financial aid. Earlier, it was men-
tioned that the student should receive the information and that this
information should be understandable to him. To further enhance the
possibility that the student will take advantage of financial aid possi-
bilities is the institution's decision to include this information on
whatever recruiting processes it carries out. Moreover, students who
have successfully completed the program and have dune so with the help
of financial aid make for good representatives of the process and its
results The p tential developmental student will be assured through
such n recruiting approach that this situation is not a unique one and that
the chances for him to receive financial support while undertaking
college work are good All too often, particularly among nontraditional
students, thoughts about financial aid are limited to scholarships for
outstanding zichie% ement in previous academic work or to strong "need"
support as a result of a family's failure to make money above the poverty
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line. Because there are other categories and other means by which criteria
for aid can be formulated, the institution has a responsibility to this
student to make these criteria known.
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CHAPTER IV

STAFFING

A strong educational design geared to the developmental student is
the responsibility of the entire institution. It is imperative that everyone
within the institution, from the trustees to the administrative staff to
every instructor, must value the need for developmental programs. Obvi-
ously, someone in the institution's organization must design an effective
model for successfully overcoming the deficiencies that non-traditional
students are bringing with them to college. The efforts of the institution
as a whole must be supported with financial foundations that do not rely
upon year-to-year subsidies from federal funding agencies or founda-
tions The educational design requires the institution's support, both
philosophically and financially. The administrative leadership must de-
cide what the institution is going to do for these students. Once these
decisions are made and the educational process is designed, the key figure
in the educational effort must be selected.

Researchers and practitioners in the field of developmental education
agree that the instructor is the key to the design and implementation of an
effective program (Roueche and Snow, 1977), "... the central figure in the
insto.*.ctional process . .." (Moore, New Directions, 1976, p. 59). Historic-
ally, instructors of developmental education courses were teachers just
out of graduate school or those teachers who ranked the lowest on the
seniority scale at their institution. If separate departments served devel-
opmental students with a course or two of developmental instruction,
then the usual occurrence was that those teachers with lesser amounts of
experience would be selected to teach those students, primarily because
they ranked lowest in the "pecking order." Thus, the students needing the
most innovative and well-thought-out practices were often being
instructed by those who had had little or no experience in the classroom.
The results of most of the instruction by inexperienced and/or less than
enthusiastic instructors were devastating. The instructor who was forced
to teach these courses brought with him to the classroom several negative
attitudes that would have made the instruction and thus the student's
success very slight He possibly believed that these students would not
do well in his class, and understandably these expectations normally
were fulfilled This instructor generally was not prepared to understand
their attitudes about his subject matter, and therefore reaction to their
attitudes would most naturally have been a negativt. ene. For those devel-
opmental students whose interests would have possibly been above
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average in the course content, their inabilities to master the content in
the traditional time sequence would not have been, with traditional
teaching-learning techniques, a positive reinforcement for the teacher's
enthusiasm.

Faculty
However, the trend presently is that administrators are understanding

the need to select instructors for developmental courses who best reflect
several strong personality characteristics. The literature about these
personality variables abounds with descriptive "super" words, but the
final analysis of these descriptions is that there are obviously some
teachers who do teach and others who do not. As a broad overview, how-
ever, several characteristics can be cited as being those found often in
studies of successful developmental programs.

A most important factor in the selection of faculty for the develop-
mental program is in the faculty member's willingness and expressed
interest in teaching the nontraditional student. Cross' survey indicated
that 56 percent of the community colleges restricted the instruction of
their remedial courses to teachers expressing an interest in doing so
(Cross, 1976, p. 237). A more recent survey found that 84 percent of the
community colleges and 60 percent of the senior colleges employed only
teachers who had expressed an interest and made decisions to work with
high-risk students (Roueche and Snow, 1977). Those instructors express-
ing an interest in teaching the nontraditional student would obviously
take pnde in fulfilling such a teaching assignment. They obviously would
have high expectations for their students inasmuch as the expectation of
a job well done is that there are some success indicators at the end of it It
is about these teacher expectations that much literature has developed It
has be&n NN ell-documented that student achievement is very closely tied
to that o acher's expectation for that achievement (Bloom, 1971;
Roesenthai, 1968). Today's developmental teacher not only expects her
students to di well, but she communicates those positive expectations to
them in the efforts she makes to teach them. Her positive expectations
can be accurately described by many of her classroom behaviors

One of those classroom behaviors most often seen in a successful devel-
opmental teacher is that she has determined the content for her course
and has thought through the rationale for that content. She has done her
"homework", so to speak, in that she has interacted with those who would
be receiving that student upon his successful completion of her course
and conferred with them about their expectations of the student's
achievement in their own classes. In essence, she is building upon other
teachers' expectations of her students (as well as their own) and is
attempting to design a curriculum that will best serve those students in
their future courses.
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Instructors also need to think through the serious case for student moti-
vation They sense a real lack of motivation typically visible in the more
traditional student. The developmental teacher realizes that little is
known about what actually motivates anyone to du anything, however,
she admits the fact that the student's mere presence is good indication that
some motivation, whatever it might be, is at work. In order to deal in a
straightforward manner with the student's motivation, or lack of it, the
instructor sets about to develop some motivation- inducing techniques.
For example, she decides to find and share with the students some realis-
tic, down to-earth reasons that they should spend any time at all learning
course content.

There is the story of the community college math instructor who com-
plained about the student's lack of motivation to learn math. When he
was questioned about the high attrition and the low achievement recorded
in his classroom, he merely mentioned that the students lacked motiva-
tion But in actuality, they were being required to take several hours of
math and were not developing any of the math skills required in their
other career courses. In other words, the students showed a lack of moti-
vation for the reason that they could not see any practical value to the
time that they were spending in learning these particular mathematical
processes A solution to the motivational problem was found when the
developmental instructor sun, eyed other career courses and determined
the specific math skills that were needed in those courses. He went back
to his classes and documented for them the skills that they would need in
their other courses, he then set about to teach them those skills. It is not
surprising, of course, that the high attrition and the low achievement in
this instructor's classes were greatly affected. The students felt a renewed
interest in the math course, assigning No alue to time spent in this mathe-
matics class Needless to say, the students in this instructor's classroom
had improved motivation, thus improved attitudes.

In conjunction with the instructor's efforts to relate his course content
to realistic, immediate payoffs is the commitment to select relevant
content For example, a prison program in a Southern community college
developmental program was characterized by a 97 percent black popula-
tion with well over three fourths of these students described on the prison
records as felons. They w ere not students one would expect to be highly
motivated to learn to read. However, the program director was encour-
aged by her students' willingness to read and their seeming enjoyment of
it Indeed, observation bore out that reading was going on and that the
reading was being done in a relaxed, comfortable atmosphere, the men
apparently were valuing their experiences. The books that they were
reading, however, were not low level, low-ability books, rather, they were
such books as Soul on Ice. The Fire Next Tune. and Another Country. The
amazing situation was, however, that the average reading level of that
group was third grade The instructor could note with pride that her idea
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to present books that would appeal directly to their particular situation
would be a successful technique. She was right! They were going about
their reading with the use of a dictionary, but they were reading those
books!

In effect, a good developmental instructor knows "where the students
are. This instructor understands that students must place some value
upon content before they will du well in mastering it. The students must
envision some very practical utility ur application of this content and 'or
it must, be of enough interest to the student to value it for reasons of his
own.

A successful developmental teacher understands that students who are
encouraged to learn, by these positive means, Will reap an extra benefit,
This benefit is that of learning to appreciate the content, this apprecia
non will result in their intentions to continue to learn and to enjoy the
learning. We can all remember courses in which we did well, academ
wally, but the ultimate feeling about the course w as that we never wanted
to take another one like it. These "unintended outcomes of learning" can
be disastrous. The developmental teacher who understands the
anathema that students place upon routine, traditional means of
teaching-learning will gu far to a uid teaching them tu once again dislike
the learning process ur to injure their feelings of self worth. In effect, the
instructor carefully sorts out the content that he wishes his students to
learn. Then he decides to judge his teaching by more than one criterion. In
other words, he wants to find, at the end of his course, that students have
learned his content as well as have learned to enjoy the learning, that
they have learned to strengthen good feelings about themseh es, and that
they have an ability to cope with problems they confront in other learning
situations.

The teacher who teaches the high risk student must, first of all, be an
honest, caring individual. He must not feel that the high risk student has
been irrevocably deformed ur damaged as a result of his past poor aca
demic showing or that this showing indicates inability to do well He
admits that the deficiencies the student brings with him are indeed bar
riers to a successful academic pattern, how eN er, he assumes the respon
sibility to undertake the processes to overcome these deficiencies. These
instructors are ones who are honestly communicating with their students
that there are certain skills that must be learned to "make it." They
understand that students can more likely deal with the truth when it is
framed in a positive setting than they can deal with dishonesty about
some unrealistic expectations of their performance. The student is quick to
understand a teacher's true perceptions of him and his abilities If the
teacher comes across as skeptical about the student's chances for success,
the student finds that these feelings merely reinforce his own negative
ones,

Successful developmental teachers understand nontraditional stu
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dents They understand that most high-risk students find themselves
"out of control" and at the mercy of powerful "others." Ruueche and Mink
note that these indiv iduals called "externals" believe that they have
little control over what happens to them in their daily lives kRuueehe and
Mink, 1976) Therefore, they feel that the cues they receive from a power-
ful person lone in authority ) spell out the chances of success or failure.
Thus, a strong instructor recognizes that he must, at all times, encourage
feelings of chances for success. He needs to maintain positive reinforce-
ment processes and set up a learning environment that encourages
students to attend class and to continue to work at mastery and, thus, to
have the opportunity to achieve some success. He knows that successful
experiences provide strung senses of control and provide impetus toward
"internality."

If teachers are su interested in their students that they aim their selec-
tions for both content and teaching strategies at promoting students'
learning, they are showing yet another important charactenstic. This
characteristic is one of involvement with students. One classroom
behavior which communicates this involvement is learning the names of
students and calling them by their names whenever they are called upon
in class or seen on the campus. The power of knowing a person's name
,end using it cannot be understated. It expresses and communicates a real
interest in the student as a person, and it shows the learner that his
instructor is placing as much interest upon him as he is upon the content
that needs to be learned Too often, the instructor is v iewed by the student
as the individual who controls all knowledge of th content, regularly
dispenses it, and expects the students to understanc. quickly. When the
emphasis is plated upon the person doing the learning rather than so
much upon what h, to be learned, the student cannot help but profit.

Several teaching techniques are observable in successful develop-
mental teachers' classrooms. Classroom discussion methods of teaching
.ire effective if all those in the classroom can participate. The emphasis
here is upon the involvement of the student. Passive learning occurs
rarely, ictiv e learning is the basis of an effective instructional design.
The instruc tor ev idences a w illingness to listen to the studen t and to do so
without making value judgments. He encourages student participation
and reinforces it In effect, instructors design ways in which students can
succeed, they "structure" class sessions in ways su that students cannot
avoid having some successful experiences. It is in the formulation of
these experiences that the first stages of self concept improvement begin.
Slowly the "structuring" can be redesigned or lessened in the hopes that
the students' past experiences will provide sufficient emphasis to allow
him to control some classroom experiences on his own.

Ti promote student invuly ement is a commitment made by a successful
developmental teacher. The teacher cannot help but put a substantial
part of himself into the teaching learning pr.,cess. His involvement,
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however, dues not limit itself to the classroom experience. There are many
examples of college teachers who find that, rather than accepting almost
routine high attrition rates, much is accomplished by calling upon in a
very physical way the students who are absenting themselves from
class. In effect, these instructors take it upon themselv es to seek out that
student, w hether it be un campus or in his home. It is this direct communi
cation, either by card, letter, phone call, or personal visit that serve to
emphasize the teacher's care and concern for that student's well being.
This involvement un a personal visit level can be carried out very
effectively by instructor as well as by peer counselor ur peer tutor. The real
Issue here is that the instructor not lay all responsibility for a student's
presence in his class upon the dean of students ur the dean of registration.
The in tructur is responsible for the learning process. Part of that learning
process is the recognition that the student is valued and is important to
someone. A recognition of his absence in the form of some real effort on
the part of the instructor, outside of completing the institution's required
forms, will most certainly make a dramatic impact.

In effect, the personality of successful developmental instructors
resembles that of the --

kind of person who has been described by Abraham Maslov as
self actualizing, by Karen Homey as self-realizing, by Gayle Pri
vette as transcendent functioning, and by Carl Rogers as fully
functioning. Other humanistic psychologists hay e described such
heal thy personalities as open to experience, democratic, accept
ing, understanding, caring, supporting, approving, loving,
nonjudgmental> They tolerate ambiguity, their decisions come
from within rather than without, they have a zest for life, for
experiencing, for touching, tasting, feeling, knowing. They risk
in olvement, they r-ach uut for experiences, they are not afraid
to encounter others or themselves, They believe that man is
basically good, and given the right conditions, will move in
positive directions (O'Banion, 1971, p. 45).

Must of the developmental teachers in community colleges and univer
sines today have been especially trained not only in their content field,
but in instructional strategies illoueche and Snow, 1977). While the
extent and depth ,Jt training is unknown, they hay e been involved in
training sessions aimed at the specifies indiv id ualized instruction pro
cusses. The,,, have become familiar with the mai v atiunal and attitudinal
problems expenenced by most nontraditional students, and they have
been given some institutional support in their efforts to improve upon
their own techniques fur dealing with attitudes and motivational
problems.

Only about one-third of the teachers Involved with developmental
students, howev et, have had any training in counseling techniques.
Initially, must successful developmental teachers explained that they felt
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real concerns for high-risk students and worked out uf these concerns.
They observed that the techniques they used in and out uf the classroom
came more often out of personality traits of their uwn (as they involved
feelings for the high risk student) than from any specific acquired skills.
But, often, these instructors faced the criticism that they provided much
tender loving care. but not nearly enough instruction. The instructors
themselves often had some of these same feelings, but their overnding
feeling was one of helplessness in the face uf what must be done and the
results of their efforts to do it.

Counselors
It is comforting to recognize that resuan h data is beginning to describe

a trend of counselors and teachers beginning to work tuge, her to share
some of the techniques that they each know su well. It dues appear that
some institutions are making numerous efforts tu combine the talents of
these two groups and allow them, encourage them, tu wurk together. A
recent study has found that less than 30 percent uf the developmental
teachers are provided any special in- service training tu work with these
high risk students ( Roueche and 1977). Yet, if the institution has a
commitment to the nontraditional student, then it uwes the faculty work-
ing with these students eery opportunity to learn to itnpruve upon their
instruction and their interaction with these students.

staff development, or any other name which might begiven to a profes-
sional growth effort, is indeed an institutional responsibility. A college
hires an individual for his strengths, and it takes upun itself the responsi-
bility of improving those strengths and strengthening the weaknesses
that he bring., with him to his position. Thus, staff development is not an
institution's way of telling an instructor that the jub he dues is not a good
one: rather, it is the institution's way of pros iding the instructor with the
latest in information and instructional strategies that will allow him to
do an even better job.

Cross reports that 61 percent of the community colleges responding to
her survey said that most of their remedial teachers had some special
training for work with unprepared students, 5.1 percent of these campuses
were paying all expenses for attendance at off-campus conferences, work-
shops, etc Only '27 percent, however, provided any un-campus
training for remedial instructors (Cross, 1976, p. 238)-

It would stand to reason that the glaring need for additional training
for developmental teachers should not be lightly passed uver. And with
the increasing amounts of information about personality, teaching char-
acteristics of developmental teachers, the goals and objectives for target-
ing this training should be rather straightforward. It would also stand to
reason that if colleges are assuming responsibility for student learning,
then they should be willing to identify some competencies which are
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necessary for employment and which should be developed during that
employment. They should be able to define what they are attempting to
do for the nontraditional student and should have a rationale for their
choice of a specific program design. Successful developmental programs
are being publicized and investigated, and the literature abounds with
program characteristics, Effective designs and techniques are being
identified, and colleges are encouraged to look at the characteristics and
behavioral objectives of these programs and formulate successful
programs of their own. It is within these behavioral objectives that com-
petencies are identified, Colleges can isolate these competencies, incor-
porate them into their own programs and require them of their present
and potential developmental teachers.

One strong indication resulting from observations of successful pro-
grams is that these competencies have been identified as teacher and
counselor behaviors were studied. A present trend is that these teacher
and counselor characteristics are becoming more interdependent. In
effect, counselors now are found teaching developmental courses, and
developmental instructors are found moving toward counseling roles In
effect, the roles of college counselors and teachers are beginning to merge
as good teachers are counseling students, and good counselors are teach-
ing. It is understandable that in institutions where the goals and objec-
tives include both the academic and the personal, this blending could be
expected. A clarity of goals and objectives does much to enhance inter-
facing and interdependency of role-relationships rather than encourag-
ing strict, inflexible role patterns.

It is in the merging of counselors' and teachers' roles that individuals
in those positions are called upon most heartily to accept the resultant
challenges of these role changes, Indeed, it takes the type of individuals
that (Manion has described earlier to accept this new trend. The
counseling-teaching commitment is a team setting; the setting is one in
which the student is the center of concern. Counselors and instructors
who value each other's orientations toward their original interests will go
far to develop a strong, healthy team approach. However, it is most
important that those involved in this change pattern must possess "not
only diagnostic or conceptual knowledge but technical skills in the design
and delivery of a therapeutic learning environment" (Roueche and Snow,
19771, Thus it is that the staff selection should be most committed to ti P
choosing of individuals whose interests and commitments are to profes-
sional growth and development and to possessing and improving upon
their technical skills in both counseling and instruction

The institution's commitment to the improvement of student learning
techniques and strategies is effectively seen when the staff development
to which it makes the commitment is an ongoing one. The development
efforts should be instructive in nature, facilitative of sharing and reflec-
tive of evaluation. In other words, staff development should offer the
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latest information about new techniques, it should encourage faculty
members to interact and share particularly successful and particularly
unsuccessful attempts that they have made to improve upon their
techniques, and it should serve as an ongoing process of program
evaluation.

A recent survey has discovered several characteristics about successful
developmental programs. (1) they are characterized by instructors who
chose their assignment, (2) training in instruction had assisted com-
munity college instructors more than senior college instructors, k3) train-
ing in counseling for both senior and community college instructors was
directly related to the college's assistance in helping high-nsk students to
complete their work successfully (Roueche and Snow, 1977). The overall
finding was that in service training, for both senior and community
college instructors, did make a difference and that colleges did accept the
responsibility to provide this training.

Teaching faculty who are selected for developmental programs should
be those individuals who profess an interest in working with the non-
traditional student, who are experienced in their content area, and who
can envision ,oiiie spk,,....:7-illy individual ways', which they will "go the
second mile" toward ov ec...oming their students' deficiencies. They
should be able to cum erse about a variety of instructional techniques
that they would employ to remedy or overcome these deficiencies and be
able to cite programs or research that would support the effectiveness of
these techniques As data would present it, must instructors presently
have not been trained in self concept development techniques, however,
the potential instructors who would acknowledge the importance of
reinforcing positive student self concept and would admit a willingness
and an excitement about being involved in learning some counseling
tcc hniques designed to effect self concept improvement are good candi
dates for these positions. Once the individual is hired, the institution
takes over as the support agency.

Part of the support an institution can provide to its faculty members is
to provide a strung counseling contingency. The selection of counselors
should be based upon the awareness that there are several new rules in
today's college for these individuals. In fact, Roueche and Snow dis-
covered that more than 50 percent of the time, community college coun-
selors are attached to developmental courses k1977). It is strongly sug-
gested that developmental counselors, particularly those attached to
these courses, should be specially trained and selected to function in the
role of facilitator between student learning and student "personhood"
development The study discovered that in both senior and community
colleges the high risk student improved his performance when. kl) coun-
selors were especially trained in developing the potential of high-nsk
students. (2) they were selected un the basis of competency-cntena, l3) the
teaching of human development and consultation in the learning envi-
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ronment w ere part of the counselor's rule (Roueche and Snuw, 1977). It is
true , however, that the newer rules of instruction and consultation for
counselors are not discuv erect as frequently in senior institutions as they
:Are in community colleges. Roueche and Snow also found that com-
munity college developmental counselors instruct more often than they
consult. instructing .37 percent of their time and consulting 31 per-
cent (1977).

Similar to instructor personality traits, counselors should be those
individuals who express interest in working with the high risk students,
who env ision these students as valuable human beings whose potential
ought to be developed, and who are flexible in their willingness to serve
dual roles in this educational process. Cross reports that her survey
indicated 57 percent of the community colleges employed counselors as
teacher( otinseltirs, and that the use of the group interaction or group
counseling m, as at the 51 percent level (Cross, 1976, p. 237). The trend,
theretore, apparently retie( is that counselors are required to have some
teaching skill, that they have del, eloped some techniques for working
with high-risk students, and that they have either (t working knowledge
or ,t ill illgIltSS to develop some self concept improvement counseling
techniques,

It the counselor's role is essentially a facilitative one aiding the
student in accepting his responsibility fur his own education and inter
acting with the instructors to encourage student support efforts then
the effect is a -team" enterprise. At several colleges, develop-
mental education is (Timid( heti as a "team" enterprise with every team
listing at least one professional counselor as a member of its group. The
counselor is nut referred to as -a counselor." Rather he is considered
merely another key member of the team. As a result of his presence and
interaction with the other team members, the counselor dues not perform
traditional counseling roles. It is must likely then that students of these
institutions are recetv ing continuing guidance and counseling and could
not differentiate between the counseling they receive from faculty and
that from the counselor himself (Roueche and Kirk, 1973),

A counselor, overall, must give the student every indication that his
achio ement and success is as important to the counselor as it is to the
student s instrut tor. The counselor must encourage the student to accept
inure responsilality fur his on learning and development while giving
him the guidance and support that he IS seeking, particulaft, in his initial
college experiences. mt counseling rule should not be limitea .o dispen
sing initial-lawn about transfer requirements, filling out financial aid
torms, or meeting registration schedules. It is, rather, a supportive effort
that undergirds the teaching-learning process. Research has held that
successful developmental programs have a counseling component built
into them,



Peer Counselors and Tutors

A recent trend in the counseling component is the use of peer counselors
and peer tutors i Pre\ iously, the role of the peer tutor has been discussed,
therefore, present c om m en ts w ill be restricted to the peer counseling role.)
Cross observes from the results of her sure ey that ;39 percent of the com-
munity colleges sur \ vy ecl are using students as counselors (Cross, 1976).
It has long been realized that student-to-student contacts and influences
are strong ones The use of students in dealing with other students is a
consistent effort with programming for successful completion of the
flevelnpmental program Recently there has been much research in the
fields of education and in counseling psychology that has provided
impetus for new interests in the peer counseling component. There are
apparently two major philosophic., which ha% e de \ eloped concerning the
utdrza tin: peers as helpers. One group holds the philosophy that peer
counselors should merely rchei e professionals of their clerical or mun-
dane chores but that their person to-person dal% ales should be highly
restricted Another group holds as its philosophy that peer counselors can
be primary therapeutic cleh% ery agents within the insotution (Mink et
a!, 1976).

Whatever the major philosophical beliefs might be, it is evident that
peer counseling has become a common practice in developmental,
remedial programming Roue( he and Snow found that merely recruiting
students to work in a peer counseling capacity did not necessarily im-
prove the effecti vness of the group. Howe \ er, those programs selecting
peer counselors on the basis of c crtai n obser \ able, measurable criteria did
improve upon the effec ti eness of their programs. Fur example, El Centro
College in Dallas recruited hea ily from past developmental studies
students as well as students w ho w ere merely interested in becoming peer
counselors These students w ere enrolled in a human development course,
a particular course specifically designed to offer counseling techniques
and to allow the counselor instructor to make assessments of the poten-
tial peer counselors At the end of the course, those students demonstra-
ting behaviors meeting the pre'. iously agreed -upon criteria were selected
as peer counselors They were then slotted into peer counselor positions
and were salaried for their work. The peer counseling program at this
institution is an extremely successful one. The national data also
observes that most successful senior colk.ge programs select on such
agreed upon criteria in 100 percent of their programs (Roueche and
snow. 1977).

Peer counselor training methods \ a ry idely. Because those counselors
who normally train peer counselors are grounded in the counseling tradi-
tion that has de'. eloped 0\ er the years, they reflect all the perspectives of
the counseling tradition Yet recently, the teaching of counselingskills to
peer counselors appears to ha\ e shifted from a more traditional counsel-
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ing pattern to reflect a rather systematic acquisition of certain inter-
personal skills (Rouechc and Snow, 1977). Research reports that counsel-
ing training, per se, was the least related peer counselor training variable
to successful developmental programs. It does report, however, that self-
concept development techniques are highly related to the peer counselors'
effectiveness in working with the high-risk student. It is this finding that
underscores the importance of the role for self-concept as it affects the
high-risk student's success in higher education.

Initially, peer counselors were trained and employed as a result of man-
power needs and of dealing with the new high-risk student. It is out of this
initial demand for peer counselors that highly successful programs have
found them to be a major integral part of a complete counseling 'teaching
program.

In summary, staffing a developmental program with strong faculty
members, strong counselors, strong peer counselors, and peer tutors
undergirds the institutional commitment of serving the high-risk
student. It is an awareness of these staffing characteristics and their
effect on the program design that can converge to promote success for the
high-nsk student. Counseling and instructional roles should not be
separate. Instructors who are trained in counseling tehniques are more
effective; also more effective are counselors who are trained in sound
instructional techniques. Those counselors who are teaching human
development courses and assisting faculty through consultation in their
cumculum development are aiding in establishing a sound base for
strong program design. It is also true that peer tutors and peer counselors
who have received training in self-concept development techniques do
affect significantly the success rates of developmental students, It
seems that as roles begin to converge, and instructors, counselors, and
peers join hands to work toward an end result of ultimate success for the
student, an effective environment for learning will be produced

If program end results are to be successful ones, then there must be an
attempt to keep abreast of what is happening within the program There
should be some attempts on the part of the faculty and staff, as well as the
peer group, to continue an ongoing and systematized program of evalu-
ating where the program is and where it wants to go. It is the end result
of continuing evaluation that provides the basis for good faculty and
staff development programs.

At the nsk of repetition, it should re-stated that staff development
works not out of a perceived weakness but out of a perceived recognition
that new techniques should be shared and existing ones should be
strengthened. Staff development is a time of providing a renewal func-
tion in the organization, and though renewal is a necessary function of
any organizaiton, in developmental studies programs one could say that
it was even more so. Two possible or tcomes, over and above the outcomes
of improving upon present teaching, learning strategies, are (1) the role



models that such dev elopment efforts pros ide for high-risk students and
() the experience of sharing concerns by individual instructors desiring
group assistance. Staff development can give new life-blood to any
organization Most development studies personnel would be quick to
admit that, on the one hand, their jobs are such that they need strong
support from both their colleagues and their administrators. The teach-
ing of the high risk student is not a time-tested group of functions. The
experiment in effective new approaches continues and a constant shar-
ing of these new processes is of the utmost importance. It is in the sharing
of concerns, joys and fears that a solid program is developed and welded
together.
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CHAPTER V

KNITTING IT ALL TOGETHER

It community colleges are tu uphold the belief that they are "democ-
racy s college- and if four-year colleges and universities are to remain
accountable to those groups who have expressed disenchantment with
the results of higher education, they must make good on their commit-
ments to provide useful education. If colleges are to provide such educa-
tion, rather than to design means tu eliminate some individuals from the
educational process, they must be acti e in del, eloping techniques to meet
diverse student needs. And, if colleges and universities are to remain
financially viable, they must seek tu provide enrollment (1) for those
students for whom college was never a plan, and (2) for those students
who are college aspirants high school graduates under prepared to
successfully manage college work. Trends indicate that colleges t-,,nd
universities are making efforts tu meet the diverse needs of the new
students.

No college curriculum has grown as rapidly over the past six years as
has the developmental education curriculum (Roueche and Snow, 1977)
What this trend says, in effect, is that many four-year colleges and uni
versifies are currently practicing an open-door philosophy whether or
not they actually admit it in print. Their policies support such imple
mentation. Therefore, it Is evident that the community colleges are no
longer the only open-door fur postsecondary education, this recent devel
opment means that all Institutions of higher educatiun are now accepting
problems of student diversity and making efforts to respond positively

It is the effort of responding pusitn,ely" that makes a sound develop
mental studies program reflect good sense on the part of faculty and
administrators. Perhaps the strongest belief about a successful develop-
mental studies program is that the program be an integral part of the
institution's effort to provide education for all students. The develop-
mental effort shout,' be merely another component of an already multi
faceted institution. It should nut be regarded as a step child to a larger,
more important or worthwhile operation. Rather, developmental educa
tion is obviously here to serve a dramatically impressive need. To ignore
the need is disastrous to any institution of higher education, to ignore the
implementation of a good developmental program designed to meet this
need would be yet another.
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PART II

PROGRAM EVALUATION
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CHAPTER VI

DATA AND PERSONNEL ESSENTIAL
TO PROGRAM EVALUATION

Historically, colleges and universities have done little to evaluate their
performances However, the increasing attention by the public and by pro-
fessionals demanding accountability from all schools and colleges is on
the increase As a result, evaluation efforts are being designed and imple-
mented Although the trend speaks strongly that evaluation is on the
upswing, the evaluative reports are often inconsistent because diverse
and conflicting criteria are being utilized in the judgments of results. As a
result, most evaluation has been sharply critcized, primarily the evalua-
tion of developmental programs. Roueche, in 1968, found little research
being done to measure the effectiveness of remedial programs. By 1973,
Roueche and Kirk discovered that a few colleges were loudly proclaiming
their efforts to have high risk students succeed, that they were convinced
that they could provide the success, and that they were willing and able to
demonstrate their efforts.

Unfortunately, most programs in 1973 were continuing to merely
mouth that their efforts were good ones, but they were not making any
efforts to put their theories to the test. In fact, Tinto observed that most
evaluative studies "tend to demonstrate some overall intervention
success in recruiting and keeping disadvantaged students in collge, they,
however, do not adequately describe ur explain the factors which con-
tribute to this situation" (Tinto, 1974, p. 52). Continuing, Gordon observed
that "Collegiate compensatory programs have failed to document the
design as well as implementation- (Gordon, 1975, p. 15). In effect the
programs involved in our evaluations have not given specific enough
detail about the methods they are using to achieve success nor have they
determined which of the factors (student, program, or staff) contributed
to that success or that failure. Too often, Gordon found that the programs
produced descriptive rather than el, al uative materials, and the end result
was much disappointment on the parts of faculty and administrators
involved in the project.

Rouecne and Snow's recent study (1977) suggests that the outlook for
evaluation looks promising, even progressive. The institutions including
evaluative documents in their responses often cited the use of control
groups as a technique to study the impact of selected interventions in the
educational process Also, it was found often that plans were in the
making to remedy the needs identified in the evaluation reports. The date
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received from colleges still lacking any system for evaluation of their
developmental programs was that they were gearing up to institute such
evaluation systems. The trend, therefore, appears to suggest that
progress is being made in the efforts toward evaluation.

Historically, evaluation has never been a pleasant, eagerly-
anticipated event, By tradition, the evaluation of one's performance has
been more associated with identifying the weaknesses in that perform-
ance than identifying the strengths. Evaluation, however, is actually
nothing more than "a method of reorganizing resources to accomplish an
objective" (Roueche and Snow, 1977, Chapter IV).

Klein, Fenstermacher and Alkin describe evaluation as. "The process
o f t 1) determining the kinds of decisions that have to be made; (2) select-
ing, collecting, and analyzing information needed and making these deci-
sions; and t3, the reporting of this information to appropriate decision-
makers- (Klein et a/, 1971, p.9). Obviously, then, the individual seeking
to evaluate developmental programs must consider many student input
variables, situational variables, program variables, and output
variables. The consideration of multiple variables will present a more
accurate picture than will a small, only partial picture (Wright, 1975)

Data Utilized

Effective evaluation of developmental education must embody an
entire assessment of all the student's experiences. It must obviously be
concerned with skill changes in students. The skills to be assessed should
be more than the cognitive skills, rather, the evaluation should incorpo-
rate assessment of the student's interpersonal skills. Northcutt et al
envision Bloom's (1956) tax<qomy of educational objectives (affective,
cognitive, psychomotor) as translating into four general skill areas.
(1) communications skills (reading, writing, speaking, listening), (2) com-
putation skill (3) problem-solving skills, and (4) interperslnal skills
Northcutt et a!, 1975).

These student skills can be measured through pre 'post assessments in
courses, through student feedback about their feelings relating to college
experiences, through non-obtrusive measures such as the retention I
attntion records, grade point averages, and units attempted and com-
pleted. In effect, the student's verbal behavior is to be observed as closely
as any one, two or three separate facets of his academic behavior.

Successful developmental programs are most often found evaluating
their efforts and using more indices un which to make these evaluations
In effect, the more successful colleges differ from the least successful
developmental programs in that they base their evaluation systems on
traditional educational measures, combining them with assessments of
student attitude and self-concept changes. Their evaluation designs are
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more often well planned than are they last-minute attempts to evaluate.
Roueche and Snow noted that community colleges more often engage in
evaluation efforts than do senior colleges on all of the previously-noted
criteria In fact, in 85 percent of the community colleges sampled, there
were evaluation systems in effect, however, in only 67 percent of the senior
colleges were there such systems (Roueche and Snow, 1977). Roueche and
Snow also found that the more successful colleges (those with high
student completion) made more use of follow-up records, attitudinal
measures, self- concept measures, and pre-post testing than did the less
successful programs.

The incorporation of a control or contrast group design appears in few
programs Strong reactions to the establishment of such control or
contrast groups come as a result of (1) the difficulties in the development
of such groups, and 'or (2) the understandable commitment to providing
as much service as possible to as many students as possible. However,
when the evaluation is well designed and is built into the program, these
concerns are reduced somewhat. In effect, the control or contrast groups
can he used to compare results among students who leave the program
early, students who elect not to choose developmental studies programs,
and developmental students enrolled in a previous semester's work.

Asking the right question leads to strong evaluation and assessment
measures Some good questions to ask about the success or failure of the
developmental program are:

What percent of your students have completed the develop-
mental studies program?

What percent of your students persisted to a second semester,
a third semester, or completed a certificate program at your
institution?

There should also be some design for analyzing changes in cognitive
and affective domains E% aluaturs should use effective measures to pre-
and post -test for skill development and to preand post-test for student
attitude toward their learning experience. A most effective way to eval-
uate what a progran is doing is to first make certain that the course goals
and objectives he been formulated and pre-stated to the student. If
indeed, then, ti-e student can evidence solid achievement of these pre-
stated goals and objectives, then an effective evaluation effort has been
made Such self concept and attitudinal measures are found in attitude-
assessment instruments which are administered to determine present
attitudes toward the learning experience.

The traditional criterion of performance in studies of scholastic
achievement has been the student's grade (Lavin, 1965). This fact is not
to suggest that grades are the only criterion of this achievement. Under-
standably, many educators have voiced considerable concern about the
over emphasis on grades as indicators of academic success, however,
grades are an important index of this performance, and thus performance
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evaluations du include the grade point average of the developmental
student.

It stands to reason that over time the data on retention 'attrition
records would be a more valid indicator of college success than would the
GPA. Prediger writes:

In light of the dropout problem in our colleges and universities,
it seems appropriate that more attention be paid to persistence
in college as a criterion of success. Ultimately, the student's
success in college is judged not in terms of his GPA but, rather,
in terms of the educational program which he has completed
(Prediger, 1965, p. 2).

Roueche and Snow found that as the percentage of students who
completed the developmental studies program increased, so did their
reported eventual completion of a certificate program. The same relation
ship was found in both senior and community colleges between the per
sistence to the third semester of college and completion in a certificate
program. The same relationship was found in both senior and com-
munity colleges between the persistence to the third semester of college
and completion in a certificate program. In effect, high retention and
successful completion of developmental programs provided evidence of
the theory that success on that level would indicate success in subsequent
courses would most likely follow. The obv ions qualifying factors would be
the success of the program (1, in preparing students for these subsequent
courses, and t2) for providing them with abilities to transfer the skills
and learning patterns developed in their bask work into regular college
courses.

Whatever methods of evaluation will produce information that an
institution feels is necessary to mark success or lack of it should be the
result of careful design and planning. The data to be used in careful eval
uation should include at least attrition, retention records, grade point
averages of the students, and analysis of both cognitive and affective
changes in the student's skill patterns, through the use of pre and post
test results and self-concept, attitudinal assessment measures. In
addition, a systematic program evaluation should include a battery of
well-kept follow-up records. These records should reflect what occurs to a
student once he leaves the developmental program they should record
his success in subsequent colLge work (grades), whether or not he com
pletes a two- ur a four-year college program, his on the job success, and
his ability to transfer work to other institutions and complete programs
there. Such follow-up records should be a fairly global picture of the
student s academic and personal skill developmental program of which
he is a part.
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Evaluation Participants

Systematic evaluation is at the heart of any strung programmatic
endeavor Evaluation helps educators apprise themselves of existing
needs and the extent tow hich those needs are being addressed. So little is
known about the design of successful programs that there are few abso-
lutes with which to deal. Therefore, tliere should be documentation of
those activities which are w orking, those w hich have not been successful,
and those which yet remain to be in% estigated. Finally, decisions must be
made about the results of the efforts and w hether or not the efforts should
b? continued, revised, or terminated. With such systematic evaluation,
administrators and faculty can anticipate taany of the changes that must
he made in the continual re% ision process and plan for the changes that
must he made This anticipation and planning will enhance the control
that individuals will ha% e over the developmental program's success.

All participants of the developmental effort should be involved in the
evaluation process Indeed, if the institution proposes a strung commit-
ment to the program, then each of those persons making that commit-
ment should be aw are that c% aluation is occurring and should demand to
see its results For example, the _hief academic officer ur the president of
the institution should ha% e a solid role in the evaluation efforts. He
should have a clear idea of the pre stated goals and objectives for the
program, and he should be apprised of the results of the evaluation report
upon these goals and objectives at program's end. In must instances, the
director of the developmental studies program (or the individual in
charge, depending upon the program design) should have evaluation
data ready to present the president at any given time. This director
should also be capable of matihint, program, specific course, and specific
instructor against the criteria by which those programs, courses, or
instructors are being e% aluated. The director should be able to make a
sound judgment about the effec ti% eness of the tea( hing en% ironment and
learning processes and include this information in his report to the chief
academic officer His e% aluation efforts can be obser% ational, can be
ascertained in person to person inter iews with the instructor and
students involved in the program, and can be formulated from his
receiving answers to good questions about what is going on in the
program "What is going on in the program- can be best defined by using

as the criteria the data sought in examples of good evaluation
designs.

Both the institution's general fai ulty and tile developmental program's
faculty should be in' ed in an e% aluatioti effort. On the one hand, the
general fa( ulty,, who are in receipt of tilt developmental student once he
leaves the developmental program, would ser% e as effei e judges of the
quality of the de% elopmental prog,am. Their input into the redesign or
red ire( t ion Iifc ertain tspc is of tin program would be invaluable, On the
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other hand, the developmental faculty are aware un a firsthand basis of
the common problems ur difficulties as well as the success experiences
that they have had. Through their Inv ement pith nontraditional
students, they can effectiv ely make some judgments about their own
work. Those judgments can be made against pre stated criteria for the
assessment of effectiv e teaching, they also can be made against some
personal (-acrid that might have been shared in the past with a div ision
offit. er or with someone in charge of the developmental program.

The question is often raised as to whether ur not students ought to be
allowed to hav c a N. ()lie in evaluating the program and the staff. Those
inch% iduals ho would adv Mate a participatory form of college govern-
ante favor student input into many of the decision making processes
iRichardson, BloLker, and Bender, 1972). Individuals who would restrict
the due !mon making to the adminsitratie hierarchy would suggest that
the students' involvement am` influence in decision making be mini
mined (Stroup, 1966; Helling, 1975).

It makes good sense that those must affected by the teaching learning
process should have a v wee in responding to the level of effectiveness of
that program. The bubstantiNe issues that underlie students' UN aluation
of staff and college are mostly concerned with the reliability and the
alidity of the instruments being used. However, N. alid and reliable

instruments are in existence. Eagle 0975) identifies so. eral faculty
aluating ,surxey.s. Eagle t. ites one instrument do. eloped at the Univ. er

sity of California (Davis which discriminates between the "best"
instructors and the worst" as rated by both faculty and students.
Studies, furthermore, have shown that a positive relationship exists
betw een student ratings of their instruc tors and student learning. Appar-
ently, this relationship goes far beyond the student's attraction for the
instruc for as another human being, as that is only one of the many
important fac (ors that can be studied in this faculty evaluation survey.

Many institutions hav e found themseI N es in need of a workable assess
ment instrument ,en instrument designed to measure the student's
attitude tow and his instruc for and the program of w hiLh h is a part. As a
result, many institutions are turning to homemade dev 'es devices
w hie h ask questions the college would like to have answered. The ques
nuns can be %cry forthright, N. ers, honest, they can quickly ascertain

hether ur nut the student is ple.sed ur displeased with what is happen
ing to him and can be simultaneously used as a pre and a post
assessment instrument. Instructors and administrators also need input
to evaluation of effectiveness of their program's design and their
teat hung strategies. This recommendation is underscored by current
t`N. 'Aunt. e that student evaluation of instructors is in common practice
now. However, new research documents that there appears to be no
relationship beta een the prat. tic,e of students ev aluating their instructors
with the college sue( ess with such students (lioueche and Snow, 1977).
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The possibility exists th.tt students' e% aluations suffer from the criticism
mentioned previously, tnat of in% alichAed instruments and a failure to
incorporate the evaluation system into the decision-making process.

An interesting phenomenon is that colleges more often can validate
their own instruments in the Brea of student evaluation of peer nelpers
(counselors and tutors). Snow obser% es that 'the turnover rate of peer
helpers is high enough to make student 0, aluation at this level valuable
in developing effecti% eness triteria for selection and training" (Snow
et al. 1975).

Student evaluation counselors incorporates many of the same
problem areas that are found in instructor e% aluation. Roueche anci Kirk
(1973). Truax and ('arkhuff (1967), and Cark huff (1969, 1971) have all
criticized the evaluation of counseling. They have done so on the basis
that counseling has relati% ely %ague goals and that, its methods are
arbitrary and are questionably successful. These SWIM individuals, how-
ever. are quick to note that a counselor who is particuarly skillful in
certain core skills, who has a (lear pi( Lure of the results he is attempting
to effect, and %, ho modifies his counseling methods by observing effective
methods is more likely to make a ionstru( ti t e difference in the counseling
evaluation process In 1967, Truax and Carkhuff developed a research-
based relationship questionnaire, this questionnaire can be effectively
used :es a criterion based assessment instrument fur evaluating perform-
ance of counselors In% estiga nuns by Re( tor (197()) and Snow (1973) show
this instrument to be highly related to the counselor's ability to affect
student growth in (ndi% idual and group settings. Roueche and Snow
(1977) Indicate that successful colleges can be differentiated from their
less successful counterparts by the incorporation of student evaluation
of counselors One can only speculate as to the reasons for this finding.
Perhaps the colleges adopting the prat ti( e of student evaluatwn of coun-
se!ors may closely respond to all student feedback and follow such recom-
mendations in staff seledion, assignment, and training practices.

ther student ealuation is assessment of student perceptions of the
ollegc's en% ironment Pace 11962) developed the College and University
En% tronment Se ale (('UES) for use in the four-year college setting. The
.mericar College Testing Sr e% ice has %ery rec ently developed a related
Student Rea( non to College tSRC instrument for use in the community
college let el Presently the SRC is being used in a research effort with
Texat. community colleges to assess the impac is of institutional climate,
instal( tionind «tunseling on the petsistence and hievement of high-
risk students cR,iue l he and Snow, 1977). Current research indicates that

student is allowed to tssess the lvil eg e environment, he will provide
,duable infisrmation useful en redu(.ng the undesirable and increasing

the desirable aspect of that environment.
When questions are asked of administrators, staff, and students to

ascertain how the se inch% iduals ct ould like to see the c allege environment
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changed or continued, the college or university community itself helps
to set priorities for a change. Thus, an assessment of environmental
factors is an important effort to make in designing a therapeutic learning
environment.

Other evaluation participants that should be involved in good evalua-
tion procedures are evaluators outside the institution. These evaluators
can be representatives from colleges and universities receiving develop
mental students (whether or not students completed only the develop
mental courses, several semesters of course work, or attained degrees at
the senior institution conducting the evaluation). Feedback from those
who have contact with the student after he leaves the college provides
solid information for program revision and improvement. Too, on-the
job contacts should be included. Employers who have former develop
mental students in their businesses serve as excellent evaluators of the
student's present ability to handle his present job functions. Frequently,
process and product evaluation can best be accomplished by an outside
educational evaluation consultant.

Once evaluation has been condixted, data should not be kept. secret
Pooling evaluation reports and actively disseminating them are absolute
necessities. Practices can be compared with other traditional and inno-
vative practices and results should be shared. Through the measurement
of change by intellectual and social assessment, we can isolate some par-
ticularly useful educational outcomes. Documentation of comparisons
between students who followed the developmental studies path and those
who did not serves to keep an honest atmosphere about what is truly
happening in developmental programs.

Evaluation efforts are best reinforced and serve to promote similar
evaluations in other programs when reports of results are publicized The
criticism that colleges and universities prefer not to evaluate their own
efforts for fear they are doing nothing cannot be allowed to continue In
this day of constant concern about accountability, a lack of evaluation is
inexcusable. The trend is to involve as many participants in the evalua-
tion process as is economically and logistically feasible And more
importantly, t.-iese evaluation efforts should be shared for program im-
provement. The importance of sharing information with those who make
decisions about developmental programs is not to be understated Indi-
viduals who make decisions should always be "in the know" about the
activities of the programs over which they have authority A first priority
for those who have the necessary information is to provide relevant data
to those in such decision-making positions.
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CHAPTER VII

AN EVALUATION DESIGN FOR
DEVELOPMENTAL EDUCATION*

Introduction

In constructing this sun, ey instrument, the designers have kept two
purposes in mind First, it allows you to engage in a self-assessment of
your efforts by systematically comparing the present state of your pro-
gram against what you would like it to be. Second, we have only pre-
liminary data on the Nariety of shapes and forms by which successful
learning climates are characterized. Further information which con-
trasts what is working, what is desirable, and what is not desirable can
only add to the "state of knowledge" of developmental programs.

Directions

For most questions on this instrument you are only to circle or check
either yes (1) or no (2). A few questions ask yuu to circle the extent of a
quality on a Likert scale (4-1), and others to rank yuur responses from
(Ito n).

You are asked to respond to each question in twu different ways. First
what is your current practice? Then in your judgment, what should
your practice he That is, what is actually taking place and what should
ideally be taking place.

An ideal permits you to function as your uwn contrast group. You may
view each item as a potential target for change, or each subsection as
an overall assessment of one general area. In total the questionnaire can
be used to evaluate a college's efforts at assisting high-risk students to
succeed.

You might choose to haN e only the director of the program, or his equiv-
alent, complete the assignment. However, the instrument can also be
used by a task group which works toward consensus on the actual and
ideal, or by different levels of concerned persons, i.e., administrators,
instructors, counselors, peer helpers, students, etc.

Developed by John E Roueche and Jerry J. Snow, The University of Texas at Austin.
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Scoring

The instrument has been designed ili to fa( litate in extracting infor-
mation directly Crum the questionnaire k key punch operators, and ('..1) to
facilitate hands«rring by the respondent, Ea( h subsection has a pro-
vson for indicating the number of questions which you answered
a I tirmato ely for your (L( hull and idea/ pra( tit es. Add these affirmative
responses together to obtain your subsection score. For each "yes"
answer, count one affrmatc response, for each Sur Ion the 1-1 scale,
count one response, and for eat h item t he( ked on an open ranking count
one response.

To obtain sour dineren( e score merely subtract the actual from the
ideal to .1 lir, lib then di . iding the total number of m orablc items in that
subsection by the chticrelt« a score , uu obtain a quantity reflecting the
strength of the di Iterence. The size of thus proportion can he viewed as
an indication of the pnority wilt( h this particular area has to the re-
spondent. \\ e spec ulate that the w bier the gap between a( had and Idea!
the greater the tension t reated w it h in the ( ()liege related to this area. By
adding each of the subsections together, o craft s«,res can he obtained.
That is or emll act mil al firmati t e, 4(11111 afft rma lit r. dIfference and
proportion

EVALUATION INSTRUMENT OF
DEVELOPMENTAL EDUCATION

\ CONTEXT

7);

I Name of \ our college

2 I. sour college III Rural . (2) Suburban , or (3) Inner Cit,

1 Approxiinatel boa nian tudents are enrolled at our institution

au le.. than 2,000 di between 10,001 & 15,000
bi beiu een 2,001 & 6,000 m between 15,001 & 20,000
c 1 betty yen OM I & 10,000 f more than 20,000

State

1 'IA hat doe. '.our institution l harge for student tuition and fees unit 15 semester
hour. for equalent I

an below -.25 gi $301 SIO0
bi s26 ',50 hi 1101 . 5500
i s51 s75 0 1501. 5700

ji 5701 -, :)900di ,iii s100
m -.101 -.200 k) 5001. z,1,100
I) -,201 3300 I) over $1,200
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5. Has your institution:

*a) Developed courses which could be
classified as remedial or develop-

ACTUAL
Yes No

IDEAL
Yes No

mental? 1 2 1 2

*b) Developed special services, e.g.
tutoring, counseling, financial aids,
for those who are academically
disadvantaged? 1 2 1 2

*c) Developed a special program for the
academically disadvantaged? 1 2 1 2

*d) Developed alternatives other than
a to c for meeting the needs of
high-risk students? 1 2 1 2

CONTEXT: SELF-SCORING, Number of scorable items (1)

Actual Affirmative
Ideal Affirmative
Difference

*

If your answers to a, b, c. & d were all NO, please fold this questtonnawe and return It
in the envelope provided. If not, please continue

B. PHILOSOPHY

*1 To what extent has your college implemented the "open door"?

completely not at all completely not at all
ACTUAL: 4 3 2 1 IDEAL: 3 2 1

*2 Do you agree that 90e7 of all students can learn at a mastery level what you are
teaching, if they are given sufficient time and appropriate help?

agree disagree agree

ACTUAL: 4 3 2 1 IDEAL: 4 3

---'

disagree
2 1

4 Is there a written statement describing your developmental philosophy which is
distributed to students?

good statement none good statement none
ACTUAL: .1 3 2 1 IDEAL: 4 3 2 1

*4 Are there written learning objectives which are distributed to students?

usually never usually never

ACTUAL: 4 3 2 1 IDEAL: 4 3 2 1

1"
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PHILOSOPHY. SELFSCOR1NG. Number of scorable items ()*

Actual Affirmative
Ideal Affirmative
Difference

C. RATIONALE

1. Is the developmental/remedial program:

*a. To develop academic survival skills, e.g. study skills, reading, writing, memory,
etc.

systematically not at all systematically not at all
ACTUAL: 4 3 2 1 IDEAL: 4 3 2 1

*b. To develop the students' self-concept, e.g. self esteem, confidence, level of
aspiration, achievement motivation, etc.

systematically not at all systematically not at all
ACTUAL: 4 3 2 1 IDEAL: 4 3 2 1

lc. To prepare students for regular college work.

systematically
ACTUAL: 4 3

*d. To develop skills which

systematically
ACTUAL: 4 3

*e. To change your present

systematically
ACTUAL: 4 3

not at all systematically not at all
2 1 IDEAL: 4 3 2 1

are related to job and family responsibilities.

not at all systematically not at all
2 1 IDEAL: 4 3 2 1

college's response to high risk students.

not at all systematically not at all
2 1 IDEAL: 4 3 2 1

2. Does your program. (Rank order, using a I for the most important, a 2 for the
next most important, etc.)

a. Encourage students to select a transfer program?

b. Encourage students to select a vocational/technical
program?

c. Encourage students to select a program of study based
on their own interests regardless of career opporturities?

d. Provide little direction as to future plans?

RATIONALE. SAY-SCORING. Number of scorable items (5)*

Actual Affirmative
Ideal Affirmative
Difference

78
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D. RECRUITMENT

1 Does your college conduct an assessment of your service areas' educational needs
by:

*a Use of a current student data base, i.e. identifying groups who are under.
represented, special interests of current students or special needs of current
students?

systematically not at all systematically not at all
ACTUAL: 4 3 2 1 IDEAL: 4 3 2 1

*b. Use of a community survey?

systematically not at all systematically not at all
ACTUAL: 4 3 9 1 IDEAL: I 3 2

*e. Household interviews?

systematically not at all systematically not at all
ACTUAL: 4 3 2 1 IDEAL: 1 3 2 1

*d. Community advisory groups?

systematically not at all systematically not at all
ACTUAL: 4 3 2 1 IDEAL: .4 3 2

2 Are efforts made to recruit students who would not normally seek higher
education. e g persons from lower socio- economic groups, minorities and the
elderly?

systematically not at all systematically not at all
ACTUAL: I 3 2 1 IDEAL: 4 3 2

3 What are the prin,a* methods y our college uses to recruit new students?
(Rank order)

a. Local newspapers
b. Mailouts to high school seniors
c. Mailouts every household
d. Visits ti I high schools
e. TV. advertisements
f. Radio advertisements
g. Distribution of materials at shopping malls, fairs, etc.
h. Visits to local agencies, e.g. church groups, welfare

agencies, community centers, etc.
1, Other (Please specify)

RECRUITMENT SELFSCORING. Number of items OP.

Actual Affirmative
Ideal Affirmative
Difference

Actual Ideal
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E. ADMISSIONS AND PLACEMENT OF STUDENTS

1. I-or new students attending ,uur college fur the first time, what records do you
require? (Check the appropriate blank.)

a, Transcripts of previous educational experiences
b. Test scores
c. Demographic data sheet
d. Valid identification
e. Other (Please specify)

*TOTAL

Actual Ideal

2. Please rank, the following placement methods y ou use in placing students into
developmental t,uurses or programs. (Rank order, using a / for the most
important and a 2 for the next most important, etc.)

Actual Ideal

a. Student selfreferral
b. Testing
c. Previous educational record
d. Counseling
e, Teacher referral
f Other (Please specify)

*3. Do you offer diagnostic testing or assessment services?

ACTUAL: (1) Yes (2) No IDEAL: (1) Yes (2) No

+a. Are they required for admission?

ACTUAL: (1) Yes (2) No IDEAL: (1) Yes (2) No

L What tests do you coninton6 use fur diagnostic, placement purposes? (Rank
according to frequency used.)

b. S.A.T.
c, Nelson Denny Reading Test
d, Stanford Achievement Test
e McGrawIlill Series
f. Comparative Guidance and Placement Test
g, A Self-Concept Test
h. A personality test
1. Locally designed tests
), Other (Please specify)

vroTAL
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*5, Are your developmental courses mandatory?

ACTUAL: (1) Yes (2) No IDEAL: (1) Yes (2) No

*G. Are your developmental courses optional?

ACTUAL: ( I) Yes (2) No IDEAL: (1) Yes (2) No

7 What do you see as the major obstacles to academic success for high-risk
students? Rank order.

a, Low intelligence
b. Poor home background
c. Lick of effort.; has quit trying
d. Lack of interest in academic matters
e Outside commitments, such as work, dating, spt rts, etc., prevent

adequate time and energy for study.

ADMISSIONS AND PLACEMENT SELF-SCORING. Number of scorable items (6)*

Actual Affirmative
Ideal Affirmative
Difference

i ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE

1 Which one of the following descriptions best represents ourour present develop-
mental studies organizational structure?

a The addition of tiolated developmental courses in disrlpluie curricula,
i e adding developmental reading to the list of approved courses in
English.

b The addition of courses in disciplines which are highly supportive of
developmental efforts.

c Working with an Interdisctpluiary group of Instructors who remain
attached to their disciplines organizationally, but who cooperate with
instructors from other disciplines and with counselors attached to
these courses.

d Establishment of an at adelnic du :Witt (1r department of developmental
studies which plans. coordinates and allocates funds for instruction,
counseling and other support services.

e Establishment of a Learning RemnirceN Center which provides territory,
diagnostic assistance and other supportive assistance with academic
courses.

f Other (Please specify)

2 Given your college setting, rank order these six structures:

a) b) c) d) e) f)
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Dest,ribe an ideal organit.atiulial strut.ture fur develupmental studies on your
campus.

G SUPPORT SERVICES

Financial Aids

"1 Does your institution have a financial aid program?

ACTUAL: (1) Yes (2) No IDEAL: (1) Yes (2) No

If so, is it characterized by Actual Ideal
Yes No Yes No

*a. Administrative personnel
"b. Counselors
"c, Financial aid designed especially for disadvantaged

students
*d. Allocations based on need regardless of academic

standing, e.g. student may retain award while on
probation

*e, "Need** used as major criterion of eligibility for funds
*f. The college has funds of its own which are used for

poorly prepared students
*g. Participation in:

"BEOG program
*Federally Insured Loans
*WorkStudy Grants
*State Loan Programs

h. What is ourour total loan dollar award for this academic year?
i. What do you think it reasonably should be?

FINANCIAL AIDS. SELFSCORING. Number of scorabte items ( /2)*

Actual Affirmative
Ideal Affirmative
Difference

Learning Assistance Center

*2, Does your institution have a Learning Assistance Center?

ACTUAL (1) Yes (2) No IDEAL: (1) Yes _ (2) No

If so, is it characterized by: Actual Ideal
Yes No Yes No

*a Instructional Staff
'1) Full-time professionals
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Actual Ideal
Yes No Yes No

42) Part-time professionals
*3) Para-professionals
*) Peer tutors
*5) Teaching interns

*b. Counseling staff
*1) Full-time professionals
*2) Part-time professionals
*3) Para-professionals
*1) Peer counselors
*5) Counseling interns

c. An administrative and budgetary
relationship to:

*1) Academic services
*2) Student services

LEARNING ASSISTANCE CENTER SELF SCORING. Number of scorable items ( /.3)*

Actual Affirmative
Ideal Affirmative
Difference

Additional Support Services Actual Ideal
Yes No Yes No

*3. Does your college have a media production center?
*I Does your college orovide audio-visual support?
*5. Does your college have a day care center?

*a. Is it a lab school for a child development
program?

*b. Is it open during the evening?

ADDITIONAL SUPPORT SERVICES SELF'- SCORING. Number of scorable items (5)*

Actual Affirmative
Ideal Affirmative
Difference

II. INSTRUCTION Actual Ideal
Yes No Yes No

1, Are your developmental remedial courses
characterized by:

*a. Non-credit
*b. Nondegree credit
*c. Degree credit
*d. Full term in length
*e. Less than full term
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2. Are your developmental/remedial practices
characterized by:

*a. Providing students with course goals and
objectives at the beginning of term?

*b. Providing at least two alternate learning activities
for each !rattling objective?

*c. Providing a variety of assessment methods,
other than pencil and paper?

*d. Test items which are developed from prestated
objectives?

*e. Information is gathered on the students' opinion
of the methods employed in the course which is
used in revising instructional activities.

*f. Students are allowed to restudy unmastered source
objectives and retake tests to attain mastery.

*3. Do high risk students carry a lighter academic load than
"traditional" students?

*4. Is there an attempt made by your college to promote
non punitive grading, e.g. passnopass?

*5. Are developmental/remedial courses smaller than
regular courses?

Actual Ideal
Yes No Yes No

INSTRUCTION: SELFSCORING. Number of scorable items (I /)*

Actual Affirmative
Ideal Affirmative
Difference

1. STAFFING
Actual Ideal

Yes No Yes No

1. Are instructors in developmental courses:
i`a. Representative of the general faculty in experience,

1....11 training and effectiveness02
*1) more
*2) less

*b. Specially trained in instructional techniques which
enable them to work with diverse students.

c. Specially trained in counseling techniques.
*d. Specially trained in self-concept development

techniques.
*e. Selected on the basis of competency criteria.
*f. Evaluated by students.
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4,9 How effective are your instructors in causing learning in high risk students?

good poor good poor
ACTUAL: I 3 9 1 IDEAL: 4 3 2 1

Actual Ideal
Yes No Yes No

*3. Do you have any special instructional or training
programs to assist your faculty to work with high risk
students?

' L Are counselors attached to developmental courses or
programs?
If so, are they:

*a Selected on the basis of competency criteria?
"b, Specially trained in developing the potential of

high risk students?
4c, Specially trained in self-concept development

techniques?
*(1. Costructors in developmental courses?
*e Consultants m curriculum development?

C. Instructors of human development courses?
*g. Working with students at group interaction?
*h. Working with students in one-to-one counseling?
*4 Evaluated by students?

+7, Ilmk effective are y our developmental counselors in developing the potential 01
high risk students'?

good poor good poor
ACICA I. I 3 -)

1 IDEAL: 1 3 2 1

6. Are regular institutional counselors:
'a, Selected on the basis of competency criteria?
*b Specially trained in developing the potential of

high risk students?
'c Specially trained in self-concept development

techniques?
*d Consultants in curriculum development?
*e Instructors of human development courses?
*f Working with students in group interaction?
*g. Evaluated by students?

`7 Are counselors provided any special instructional
or training programs to assist them in working with
highrisk students?
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*8, 11cm effective are y our regular counselors in developing
the potential of high-risk students?

good poor good
ACTUAL. 3 2 i IDEAL. 1 3

*9. Do you utilize peer tutors in assisting high-risk
students with their academic work?
If so. are they:

"a, Recruited?
"b. Selected on the basis of effectiveness criteria?
*c, Trained in teaching techniques?
"d. Trained in counseling techniques?
*e. Trained in self-concept development techniques?
"I Trained in study skill techniques?
*g Evaluated by staff or students?

poor
2 1

Actual Ideal
Yes No Yes No

*lou. lims effective are y VW, tutors in assisting high risk students with her aLademic
work?

good poor good poor
ACTUAL: 1 3 2 1 IDEAL: 1 3 2

*11. Do you utilize peer counselors in assisting high -risk
students to develop their potential?
If so, are they

"a. Recruited?
"b. Selected on the basis of effectiveness criteria?
*c. Trained in teaching techniques?
*d. Trained in counseling techniques?
*e. Trained in self-concept development techniques?
*1, Evaluated by staff or students?

*1.! 1-10%% effective are !, our peer counselors in as,isting .students to develop
their potential?

good poor good poor
ACTUAL. -1 3 2 1 IDEAL: 4 3 2 1

STAFFING. SELF-SCORING. Number of scorable items (17)*

Actual Affirmative
Ideal Affirmative
Difference

EVALUATION
Actual Ideal

*1. Does your college evaluate developmental courses or Yes No Yes No
programs in a systematic manner?
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Actual Ideal
Yes No Yes No

*2. Does your evaluation system utilize:
*a. Retention/attrition records
*b. Analysis of grade point averages
e. Followup records, e,g. grades in non remedial courses,

success in job or transfer, etc.
q-d. Attitudinal measures, e.g. 0.1).1 local tests, etc.
-1<e. Selfconcept measures, e.g. Locus of Control scales,

Tennessee SelfConcept Test, etc.
*f. Student perceptions of the college, e.g. Student

Reaction to College, local tests, etc.
*g. Pre, posttests

Control or contrast groups
Comparison of achievements to prestated program
objectives.

'3 Who does the evaluating of y our din,elopmental,remedial programs or courses'?
4'a. Faculty
*b. Academic Dean
*c. Director of Institutional Research
-(1. Director of Developmental Studies
i`e, Students in remedial programs
*f. Other college personnel
*g. Outside evaluator

I Approximately What proportion of the full-time student body is enrolled in
developmental courses?

Actual Ideal
a. Less than 10 percent
b. Between 10 and 20 percent
c. Between 20 and 30 percent
d. Between 30 and 40 percent
e. Between 40 and 50 percent
f. More than 50 percent

5 How many of these students %ho begin these courses, or the program,
successfully complete it?

Actual Ideal

a. More than 90 percent
b. Between 80 and 90 percent
c. Between 70 and 80 percent
d. Between 60 and 70 percent
e. Between 50 and 60 percent
f. Between 40 and 50 percent
g. Less than 40 percent
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6. How many persist to the second semester in the program or in regular courses?

Actual Ideal
a. More than 90 percent
b. Between 80 and 90 percent
c. Between 80 and 80 percent
d. Between 60 and 70 percent
e. Between 50 and 60 percent
f. Between 40 and 50 percent
g. Less than 40 percent

7. How many persist to the third semester in the program or in regular courses?

Actual Ideal
a. More than 90 percent
b. Between 80 and 90 percent
c. Between 70 and 80 percent
d. Between 60 and 70 percent
e. Between 50 and 60 percent
f. Between 40 and 50 percent
g. Less than 40 percent

8. How many complete on a degree or certificate program?

Actual Ideal
a. More than 90 percent . ,.

b. Between 80 and 90 percent
c. Between 70 and 80 percent
d. Between GO and 70 percent
e. Between 50 and 60 percent
f. Between 40 and 50 percent
g. Less than 40 percent

9. How many, of those who did no complete a degree or certificate, transferred
to another college or met their own educational objectives?

Actual Ideal
a. More than 90 percent
b. Between 80 and 90 percent
c. Between 70 and 80 percent
d. Between 60 and 70 percent
e. Between 50 and 60 percent
f. Between 40 and 50 percent
g. Less than 40 percent

10. In your -,,inion do you have a successful developmentaliremedial program?

Yes No _
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EVALUATION: SELF-SCORING. Number of scorable items (17)*

Actual Affirmative
Ideal Affirmative
Difference

TOTAL: SELF-SCORING. Number of scorable items (134)*

A. Context
B. Philosophy
C. Rationale
D. Recruitment
E. Admissions and Placement
G. Support Services

Fiaancial Aids
Learning Assistance Center
Additional Support Services

H. Instruction
I. Staffing
J. Evaluation

TOTALS

K. RESPONDENT

Name:

Title:

Proportion
Actual Ideal Difference (Totals:
Affirmative Affirmative (A I ,- D) SI ÷ D -. P)

9 J
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